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SUMMARY

The capability of managing construction resources is expanded by adapting Discrete, Differential, Dynamic Programming to a unique and realistic formulation of the construction resource problem. The management, allocation and resource synthesis program is defined in terms of a resource requirement decision network and solved with the objective of determining the minimum cost to meet all requirements.

The need for this research is based upon a comprehensive literature survey of the current and recently current generation of resource management techniques. The survey shows that of the many techniques which have been suggested only selected heuristic procedures have gained relative acceptance by the construction industry. The lack of acceptance of rigorous, mathematical techniques can be attributed to their lack of practical value as well as limited capability in terms of assumptions which preclude practical results as well as incomplete formulations.

The management, allocation and resource synthesis program is based upon critical path logic, feasible resource quantities and resource costs which are tools already familiar to and accepted by construction schedulers. A new concept of activity float is defined as partitioned float. Partitioned float is an activity's share of total float and is valuable in that its use avoids the necessity to choose either an early start or late start schedule.
The development of relevant resource alternatives is followed by construction of the dynamic model which converts the critical path network into a serial resource requirement network and then synthesises the requirements of the different resources. The dynamic model interrelates the alternative feasible decisions on the basis of total system cost. The associated objective function using the system cost basis obviates the necessity of leveling, allocation and time-cost trade-off by effectively providing for each alternative whenever such an alternative is the most cost effective solution.

The resulting mathematical model, which requires a significant storage capability is solved by adapting proven discrete, differential, dynamic programming procedures to the synthesised resource requirement network.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The construction industry exists in an environment that is both economically and technologically dynamic. Firms may find themselves financially unable to take advantage of cost saving developments in one time period and suffer subsequently by being unable to compete with newly developed technological innovations. In addition, the industry depends directly upon the requirements of a changing society and new technological demands for its own viability. Organizations existing with such dynamic conditions must maintain maximum control of endogenous processes to survive. While new management processes may provide the ability to control some variables, the pervasive effect of many efforts to extend construction management technology has the tendency to reduce the trust that potential users of management science have in new technology. In many cases, the science has been oversold, in others the users have been inundated with techniques that are not understood, there is no apparent need of, and some that are of no practical value.

The characteristics of the need for internal control have been and shall continue to be increasingly complex in nature. In this respect, the progressive nature of a dynamic technology continuously increases the burden of maintaining internal control in an industry which is only partially committed to the utilization of scientific decision processes. The advent of the currently widespread
recognition of a universal depletion of resources will also continue to affect the problem of internal control in a definitive manner. Not only must the construction industry contend with the increasing complexity resulting from technology, but must comprehend the necessity of meeting the requirements of new technology with a greater limitation of resource availability and a greater demand to use resources economically.

The primary endogenous variables available to the industry are its resources, men, money, material, equipment, time and space. Adaptive control of these variables will allow the opportunity to meet the requirements of the dynamic environment. Many procedures have been devised to meet these requirements. The critical path method is one of these procedures which was developed by Kelley [64] to meet the increasing need for resource control within a dynamic construction process. Kelley and Walker [64] have reviewed the development, testing and implementation of the critical path method and descriptions of the mechanics of critical path techniques have been prepared by Fondahl [44], Kelley [85], Moder and Phillips [80], O'Brien [82], Shaffer, Ritter and Meyer [100].

While Kelley originally intended CPM to be more inclusive of resource considerations, early applications of critical path techniques for the most part do not treat the application of manpower and other resources required to perform the different work elements of a construction project. Sufficient resources were either assumed available to meet the schedule or the resource problem was ignored entirely. Consequently, while both planning and scheduling are
basic to internal control the failure to incorporate adequate consideration of the various resources required by a project has limited the effectiveness of critical path techniques for planning, but has more seriously left the technique without a vehicle by which it can be mapped to a schedule.

Since the basis of this study is the alternative employment of resources required by a project's activities and their consequent impact on the accomplishment of a project, a discussion of the resources which concern a construction project is in order.

**Resources**

A construction project as an entity is an arrangement of material according to some preconceived plan. To effect this specific arrangement, additional material, manpower and equipment are generally required along with some element of time as well as an element of space. In a practical sense, each of these elements share a common resource—money. Resultingly, construction resources are of five categories with an additional basic resource which is common to each of the types as shown by Figure 1.

Each type resource can be controlled with the exception of time which can only be used [35]. While the controllability of four of the resources allows their treatment as variables, the range of control is limited by two physical aspects. First, every resource has an upper boundary which is determined by its availability to the user. In this respect, resource availability is limited by the geographic project location, the time required to obtain or create the resource, the amount of the resource or components of the resource that exist
and any limitation on the cost of the resource. The second aspect of resource control has both an upper and lower boundary that depend upon the environment of the project as a whole as well as the physical conditions under which the individual resource will be used. The lower boundary is frequently greater than a single resource because some resources can only be used in pairs or mixtures. For example, a concrete bucket must necessarily be accompanied by a means of lifting the bucket; a pusher tractor is often required to load one or more scrapers; a carpenter may require a laborer to help lift lightweight beams into position; a mortar carrier frequently serves more than two masons. As an upper boundary, there is a limit on the number of resources which can effectively be utilized on a particular activity or in a particular work space.

Before any variation of resources can be effected, it is necessary that the individual resource requirements be mapped to a specific time segment of a project. The critical path network readily serves such a function by providing
precedence relationships from its logic and a time frame from the early start, late start, early finish and late finish times which result from the critical path calculations. The resource profile such as that shown by Figure 2 can be prepared from critical path information. A resource profile shows the level or cumulative amount of an individual resource required within an element of time.

Figure 2. Resource Profile.

In addition to the resource profile, a resource annotated, early start bar chart similar to Figure 3 can be drawn to show the resource level required by an activity as well as any free float available to the activity.

In a scheduling context there are only two basic operations which may be imposed upon a resource:

a. The amount of a resource applied to a job can be changed.

b. The time of application of the resource to a job can be changed.

The subsequent effect of these two basic operations can then serve to accomplish what has been termed by Dunne [35], Margenthaler [71], and Richards [92] to be either Critical Resource Analysis (CRA) or Cost Duration Analysis (CDA).
Critical Resource Analysis

The CRA approach attempts to find the best project schedule when resource limits have been imposed. The process is accomplished in either one or two ways: (a) by minimizing the changes in the application of individual resources over time (leveling) or (b) minimizing the maximum resource level required for the entire project duration (resource scheduling).

Leveling

Within respective limits, resource leveling is cost effective since the expense of moving a resource from one project to another is avoided if the resource is used continuously until its requirement has been exhausted. In some situations, consistent utilization avoids periods of non-productive time when the resource must remain at the initial project site. In addition, manpower has other cost advantages when used at a consistent level: It may be just as
impractical to hire ten masons on Monday, let them go on Wednesday, then hire five new masons on Friday, as it is to let all ten remain on-site for two days with no work assignment. Resource leveling can be accomplished by shifting non-critical activities within any time allowance between the late finish time and the earliest, early start time of succeeding activities. This free float time (or possibly total float time) can be used to reduce the resource level by scheduling the activity in a time frame which will minimize the total resource requirement with a constant project duration. Figure 4 illustrates this shifting process within respective free float times to minimize resource levels.

Efforts to level resources or to minimize maximum resource levels may not be independent of time. The process of leveling can further be accomplished by allowing total project time to vary. In the constant time case (leveling), resources can only be shifted within existing free float or total float time with the resulting schedule yielding a minimization of the changes in resource utilization over time. Alternately, time may be allowed to vary and resources assigned to activities to conform to a maximum constraint on the resource level. Unfortunately, unless other constraints are added, the lowest resource limit always produces an optimum schedule and renders the solution functionally intractable.

The procedure of assigning the accomplishment of an activity to a variable time frame subject to a maximum resource constraint and allowing project time to vary has also been termed "allocation" as well as constrained resource scheduling.
Figure 4. Resource Leveling within Free Float.
Cost Duration Analysis

The duration of many construction activities can be altered by applying different levels of resources. Within applicable limits, an activity requiring forty man-hours can sometimes be accomplished by one man working forty hours or forty men working one hour. The relationship between resource level (RL) and duration may not be linear and in fact may assume a variety of forms including non-linear, discrete, discontinuous, or a combination of the alternatives as shown by Figure 5.

Figure 5. Resource/Time Combinations.
The time/cost trade-off situation results from the consideration of the cost of using different resource levels and the cost of the time subsequently changed by changing resource levels. It is noted that time/cost trade-off has also been considered part of resource allocation [35]. Figure 6 shows a series of activities whose durations can be varied with the subsequent reduction in project duration that can result from reducing the duration of the activities on the critical path.

Between the options of resource operations there exist some interesting relationships. First, a minimum time schedule with constrained resources is coincident to a schedule leveled to the same resource level. This concept is illustrated by Figure 7. This is true since minimum time requires maximum resource utilization. Secondly, a time/cost trade-off analysis may be of interest in either the constrained or non-constrained resource case. The return of leveling the cash resource must be balanced not only by the expense of the leveling itself, but also by the expense of earlier expenditures of funds and the cost of maximum negative cash flows.

Recognition of the limitations of the critical path techniques without consideration of resource application is widespread. To remedy this limitation, numerous techniques have been proposed and are surveyed in Chapter II. As the survey shows, the techniques are still lacking in one or more of the aspects of optimality, simplicity, construction applicability, computational feasibility, or severely limiting assumptions.
Figure 6A. Example Network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Normal Duration</th>
<th>Normal Cost</th>
<th>Duration Reduction Time Available</th>
<th>Duration Reduction Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6B. Time/Cost Data.
Figure 6C. Example Cost Duration Curve.
Figure 6D. Minimum Cost Duration.

Figure 7. Constrained Level/Constrained Time Diagram.
Purpose of Research

The purpose of this research is to develop a mathematical model based on a critical path schedule which is of practical use to the construction industry for controlling the resource scheduling process in an economical manner. The practical model will incorporate variables of primary importance in the scheduling problem while variables of secondary value will be consciously traded for the measure of simplicity required to render the model useful to the construction industry. Specifically, the model will provide a feasible resource constrained and economical selection of resource level and time of resource application to result in the completion of the total project.

The development of the research will consist of a survey of existing methodologies relating to the resource management problem, Chapter II; Dynamic Model Development, Chapter III; The Proposed Method of Solution by Dynamic Programming, Chapter IV; A Demonstration of the Methodology, Chapter V; Evaluation of Results, Chapter VI; and finally the Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work, Chapter VII.
CHAPTER II

NETWORK MANAGEMENT MODELS--STATE OF THE ART

Introduction

The solution of construction resource management problems is primarily concerned with the scheduling of resources for construction work. However, the potential of a practical solution to the resource allocation problem is not unique to the construction industry. The continually increasing demand for more economical use of scarce resources is particularly evidenced by the volume of literature addressing allocation within general industrial network applications as well as the job-machine scheduling problem. Consequently, the general solution process overlaps the industrial job sequencing or loading problem. While the industrial application is frequently much less complex, some of the techniques employed are not only similar, but also imply the possibility of unusual formulations of the construction management problem. Due to this overlap, appropriate shop scheduling models as well as scheduling models designed primarily for other than construction use will be reviewed along with the construction resource management models.

The solution of construction and related resource management problems has been approached in a variety of ways. Many procedures are based on selected heuristic rules, while others utilize linear, integer, zero-one and dynamic programming, as well as selective adaptations of solution methods.
for other problems.

Heuristic Methods

Procedures based on heuristic rules are widely used primarily because they offer a means of obtaining feasible resource schedules for large, complex projects. Heuristic procedures are also popular for planning schedules because the user can rationalize low expectations for an optimal schedule by considering the uncertainties already known to be associated with the activity durations of a planning schedule. In addition, the speed of computation of simple heuristic algorithms by computer often makes possible an effective simulation process by trying several different algorithms and selecting the best schedule.

Because heuristic procedures are so firmly established, it is useful to review the general way by which a heuristic schedule is generated. Most procedures based on heuristics begin with a CPM early-start schedule. The CPM is then divided into time periods and each time period is examined to see if the resource availability has been exceeded. If a resource limit has been exceeded, each activity within the time period is compared to a heuristic such as "minimum float first" to determine which job should be scheduled first without exceeding the resource limit and subsequently which job should be delayed. Methods proposed by Spivak [102], Moder and Phillips [80], Dike [33], and Brand, Meyer and Shaffer [15] are of this type. Some heuristic rules in frequent use include:

(a) Early start and late finish first

(b) Minimum early start first
(c) Minimum late finish first

(d) Shortest duration first

(e) Minimum total float first

(f) Maximum duration first

As an example of a heuristic schedule, Figure 8 displays a bar chart derived from a CPM early start schedule. Figure 9 is an early start resource profile derived from the bar chart, Figure 8. Should the resource level of Figure 9 be limited to ten and a "shortest job first" rule be used, the 13 day schedule of Figure 10 would result.

Alternately, Figure 11 illustrates that a better schedule can be derived by inspection [26].

Because the rules generally in use do not lend themselves to a description of a unique activity, there are frequent cases where the criteria for scheduling are met concurrently by more than one activity. Consequently, heuristic rules may require two or more additional heuristics when the first produces no difference between activities.

Heuristic techniques existed as early as 1956 when Galbreath [47] proposed a heuristic for leveling resources within their free floats. Even though this was an early effort, Galbreath recognized the adverse costs associated with changes in resource levels such as hiring and firing costs, cost of moving equipment on and off site, lack of efficiency of new crews and the cost advantage associated with the more competent tradesmen who gravitate towards longer periods of sustained employment.
Figure 8. Resource Bar Chart.

Figure 9. Resource Profile Diagram.
Figure 10. Shortest Duration First Bar Chart and Resource Profile.
Figure 11. Bar Chart and Resource Profile Derived from Observation.
Kelley [64] proposed two algorithms involving serial and parallel methods of determining schedules having minimal lengths within resource limitations. The algorithms allowed work on an activity at intermittent times and provided for varying duration of an activity by increasing or decreasing the amount of resource applied. The serial algorithm scheduled an activity on its early start time provided sufficient resources were available. When resources were not available the activity was delayed for consideration in a later time period. As opposed to the serial method, the parallel method scheduled several activities at one time. Activities considered for scheduling were those whose predecessors had been completed and those for which adequate resources were available. The success of both Kelley's algorithm and the criterion of minimizing the sum of squares of all resource levels suggested by Burgess [16] in 1962 are primarily dependent on the ordering of activities prior to scheduling. DeWitte's [32] proposal for resource leveling was based on the absolute value of deviation from an average resource demand over the project duration.

In 1964 Brand, Meyer and Shaffer [15] evaluated six heuristics:

(a) The manual method
(b) Sequencing by float
(c) Dee's Manpower Optimization
(d) Shirley's Critical Path
(e) Man-scheduling
(f) Resource Scheduling Method

Brand et al. [15] concluded that heuristic techniques offer the most reasonable
methods for solution of the constrained resource problem and appear to favor the Resource Scheduling Method as the most satisfactory of the heuristics.

Baker and Shaffer [3] applied staged decision theory with total float heuristics to the network problem to solve the critical resource scheduling problem. The method was restricted to one operation per activity and did not produce a conclusive result.

One of the first multi-project heuristic models was developed by Mize [79] in 1964. Working from a CPM network, a procedure to minimize total project slippages was formulated. As a simplification, Mize assumed all activities were independent and limited application to one resource. The resulting heuristic scheduling rules concluded that parallel sequencing procedures were better than the serial procedure. Although the procedure was lacking in mathematical rigor, the impact of mobilization costs, demobilization costs, resource movement costs and a time associated with each cost element was considered in conjunction with each activity. In another multi-project work, Levy, Thompson and Weist [68] give a multi-project procedure that was designed to reduce the most recent peak resource usage.

Weist [111] recognized that CPM and PERT schedules assume unlimited resources and in fact when resources are limited the time schedule produced by either method is likely to be considerably different from the schedule which is actually possible when the effect of the lack of resources has impacted on the productivity of different phases of the project. To counteract this problem, Weist introduces the concept of critical sequence and discusses its implications for
project scheduling. After developing a technological ordering of jobs, Weist
discusses a set of heuristic rules which shift jobs locally in descending order of
their early finish times, late start times and size of crew to create the critical
sequence. The schedule can then be shortened by applying greater resources to
the critical sequence with a subsequent attempt to optimize a total cost function.

In a later work, Weist [112] developed the SPAR programs as management
tools for decision making. The SPAR system uses a two-phase heuristic inter­
active, search procedure. First, the minimum resource level is established and
then increased. Second, a resource level for each activity that causes all activi­
ties to start at their early start time is determined. Then these levels are
decreased. Weist's return function considers overhead costs, lengths of schedules
and average resource costs. Sunaga [103] used a somewhat similar heuristic
procedure of shifting activities within feasible ranges to minimize project duration,
but did not demonstrate optimal solutions.

Fendley [43] takes the position that analytic approaches are unsuccessful
in solving scheduling problems of practical size and states that little has been
achieved by interactive methods. Based on this position Fendley tests seven
alternate heuristic decision rules and determines that the Minimum Slack First
rule approaches optimality, although no rule proved unanimously best. The
research was conducted on eight mock projects having up to 20 activities. The
beta distribution was assumed to hold for all activities and random activity com­
pletion times were generated by Kahn's Rejection Method [60]. To aid in calcu­
lation, a PERT completion time was substituted for due dates and the heuristics
judged on the basis of their resultant slippage past the PERT completion time.

Paulson [85] proposed a heuristic which enables resource allocation, leveling, time-cost trade-offs and cash flow analysis to be considered as interdependent parts of the comprehensive problem. While the methodology is heuristic, the understanding of the practical aspects of the construction resource problem is especially notable. In particular, the recognition that float and critical path concepts do not retain their conventional meaning is pointed out by Paulson. Additionally, Paulson implies a transition from an activity logic network to a resource oriented network by applying the critical sequence concept.

Bennett [10] approached the scheduling problem from a resource constrained viewpoint and attempted to schedule a project in the shortest possible time. The heuristic rule proposed, considered an activity's variable time profile, variable resource levels within an activity's duration and the allowability of a resource mixture. In addition, the capability of fixing an activity's duration was included within the algorithm. As a supplementary factor, the order of assigning available resources was simulated through variable listings, none of which includes any priority assignment of activities such as free float.

Zaloom [113] also recognized that the minimum time required to process a project is dependent more on resources available than the minimum network time computed. The solution method is a summation of resources required in each time period and a subsequent comparison with the maximum resources available to establish a lower bound on minimum project duration. The solution is produced for both early and late start scheduling and attempts to reschedule
activities where the resource limit has been exceeded even though the late start
schedule will also be exceeded. Zaloom proposed four lemmas which seek mini­
mum project duration under various resource loading constraints. Zaloom did
not consider optimum resource levels, optimum time nor adaptability to
multi-project requirements.

Margenthaler [71], in one of the more recent efforts, has developed the
heuristic of early start and late finish (ES+LF). Working from a CPM model
Margenthaler used an objective function of minimizing project duration for resource
constrained projects. The work compares the ES+LF rule to several other methods
currently in use and concludes that the ES+LF rule is at least as good as competing
rules. The utility of the procedure is restricted by assuming a fixed resource
level, fixed activity durations and the lack of consideration of indirect costs.

Outstanding among the varied aspects of heuristic developments are the
elaborate, computer routines which have been produced by organizations for
both in-house and proprietary use. Martino [72, 75] has developed two programs
for Control Data Corporation. These programs are called MAP (Multiple-
Resource Allocation Procedure) and use a method termed "fixed leveling." The
basis of the procedure is to reduce or eliminate all stand-by and overtime vari­
ances from the maximum resource limit. Other programs such as RAMPS
(Resource Allocation and Multi-Project Scheduling) [21, 22, 66, 81] are marketed
by Control Data Corporation and probably use a similar routine. Each method
schedules constrained resources using its own heuristic criteria. Benson and
Sewell [11] recently reported a commercially available CDA program capable of
handling 40,000 activities and Hollander [54] described another program capable of using a variety of assumptions relative to activity cost functions.

The details of most of the proprietary routines are unknown due to the lack of publication. However, the capabilities of some of the more important programs have been summarized by Davis [26].

(a) CPM-RPSM ("Resource Planning and Scheduling Method") CEIR, Inc. The heuristic is capable of handling a maximum of 8000 activities per project, 4 resource types per project, 26 resource variables and constraints, allows job splitting and activity start-finish constraints.

(b) MSCS ("Management Scheduling and Control System") McDonnell Automation Co. Multiproject capability for 26 projects, 18,000 activities, 12 resource types per activity and includes project costing reports.

(c) PMS/360 ("Project Management System") IBM Corp. Capable of handling 225 projects, 32,000 activities, and 250 resource types. Includes auxiliary costing and updating features.

(d) PPS IV ("Project Planning System") Control Data Corporation Multi-project capability with a maximum of 2000 activities per project, 20 resource types per project. Allows costing, overlapping jobs, progress reporting and resource leveling with a fixed duration.

(e) Project/2, Project Software, Inc. Handles 50 networks, 32,000 activities and several hundred resource types. Includes cost analysis and network generation features.
While in practice heuristic procedures have enjoyed maximal success in comparison with other methods, even sophisticated scheduling techniques can not guarantee an optimal or near-optimal schedule. In fact, it is impossible to predict how near a heuristic schedule is to the optimal as well as which heuristic or combination of heuristics will produce the best results for a given problem. For this reason alone, the heuristic procedures are considered intractable even though some heuristics will produce a more realistic schedule than would otherwise be available.

Programming Models

Linear Programming

Kelley [62, 63, 64, 65] and Fulkerson [46] developed similar linear programming applications for the cost-duration problem of a project which is considered to be made up of an ordered series of separate jobs. Using these assumptions (a) that each activity has an independent function, (b) that each job has a known normal and crash completion time, and (c) that the interval between crash time and normal time is a linear, continuous, convex and non-increasing function of time, the problem was solved for all feasible time intervals by formulating the dual of the primal linear programming problem and using the Ford-Fulkerson [45] network-flow algorithm to create the project cost curve which is piecewise linear and convex. The objective function of this parametric linear programming formulation is the minimization of the sum of all activity costs. The constraints are the precedence relationships between activities and
the limits on activity durations resulting from the application of variable resources.

The assumption that the cost of each activity can be approximated accurately by a continuous convex cost function as shown by Figure 12 is not universally applicable to construction problems. The continuous function implies that a discrete time exists for an activity's duration at any point on the curve. In the construction problem, the function is more likely discontinuous, having intervals where no feasible completion time exists.

Meyer and Shaffer [77, 78] have also presented extensions to the CPM to determine the minimum project cost for each feasible project duration. Formulations are developed to describe operation cost-duration relationships that are non-increasing and bounded, piecewise linear, and continuous but nonconvex; bounded but defined at only discrete points; and bounded but discontinuous. A zero-one variable is used and the formulation will solve a minimum cost project duration problem. The general CPM model was formulated as follows: Project P composed of arrows (operations) (i, j) where \( i < j \). \( y_{ij} \) represents a bounded variable of duration \( i, j \), and \( c_{ij} \) is the cost of \( y_{ij} \). \( c_{ij} \) is expressed as a function of \( y_{ij} \). The following states these properties:

\[
\begin{align*}
    d_{ij} & \leq y_{ij} \leq D_{ij} \\
    c_{ij} & = f_{ij}(y_{ij}) \\
    y_{ij} & \in P, \text{ for all } (i, j)
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 12. Linear Approximation to the Project Cost Curve.
\(d_{ij}\) is the shortest possible duration and \(D_{ij}\) is the longest possible duration.

The cost of Project P is the sum of the costs of all operations. \(\lambda\) is the sum of the operations which are on the critical path.

A mathematical program is then established to minimize the project cost for each feasible project duration (\(\lambda\)).

The value \(\lambda\) that is chosen will determine the value of the project cost function.

Formulations were then developed to improve upon both Kelley and Fulkerson's requirement that each operation duration cost curve be bounded, nonincreasing, continuous, piece-wise linear, and convex. The formulation allows one point operation duration cost curves as a special case. While the approach is more realistic than the network flow approach, the number of variables and constraint equations increase rapidly with network size and a project of approximately fifty activities is the maximum which can be solved by this procedure [77].

Brand, Meyer and Shaffer [15], and Meyer and Shaffer [77] also proposed an improved integer linear programming technique to solve the constrained resource problem. The technique established precedence relationships between activities requiring the same resource and applied 0/1 integer variables to establish minimum project duration. While the procedure is exact, it is also limited by computational capacity.

Balas [4, 5] approaches the optimal resource scheduling problem using an additive algorithm dealing only with variables restricted to 0, 1 values. For
each problem that is created by a branch, the variables are partitioned into three classes: (1) those set equal to 0, (2) those set equal to 1, and (3) those which may be either 0 or 1. If the cost coefficients are positive, the solution obtained by setting all variables in class (3) to 0 is feasible and optimal. If that solution is non-feasible the sum of the cost coefficient of class (2) variables plus the smallest cost coefficient of the class (3) variables describes a lower bound for the optimal solution. A specific class (3) variable is transferred to class (1) and the same variable is transferred to class (2) to effect branching.

In 1967, Burton [17] used the basic CPM formulation of a linear programming problem to develop a resource scheduling model with the objective of minimizing costs. The major and defeating assumption is that the resources assigned over time form a linear, concave function.

Elmaghraby [39] constructed the optimal activity duration as a linear programming problem with linear constraints using the Kuhn-Tucker theorem to identify the global minimum. The solution depends on zero float in all activities for optimality and is consequently unrealistic since activities with lower bounds on their resource levels frequently cannot be extended to zero float.

In 1969 Pritsker, Watters and Wolfe [91] proposed the solution of the limited resources multiproject scheduling problem with a 0/1 linear programming approach. The formulation was again limited by the efficiency of the 0/1 computer codes available at that time.

Thangavelu and Shetty [107] presented an improved version of the Bowman-White zero-one integer programming formulation of an assembly line balancing
problem. The formulation was based on Geoffrion's [48] algorithm which was shortened and modified to give a more computationally efficient solution.

Jewell [58, 59] investigated a scheduling problem to optimize total time by dividing a single critical path activity into segments with separate completion times. An algorithm for determining the allocation that minimizes total project duration was proposed. The cost of interrupting the activity was neglected and a linear programming application used to obtain an initial optimal solution. Then, minimum flow techniques were applied to find the dual minimum flow solution and a new optimal solution. Jewell's approach is limited to continuous, convex activity functions and involves the use of quadratic programming.

Richards [92] utilized a more efficient 0/1 programming algorithm [56, 70] to solve an integrated CRA/CDA problem for a short range planning horizon. Consideration was given to resource mixes, movement of resources between jobs, resource mobilization costs and project completion costs. The objective function expressed the total system cost over a planning horizon. While the system appears to function adequately, the complexity of problem formulation is great and its use is limited to a planning horizon which may not include the complete construction project.

Glover and Klingman [49] have reported the development of a primal code for the solution of network and network related problems which is 100 times faster than state-of-the-art LP codes. While no details of the specific capabilities of the code are available, it is reported that the incorporation of an integer variable capability for the transportation problem is under development.
Should practical application of this code prove efficient, new possibilities for resource scheduling will be available through linear programming.

**Dynamic Programming**

Butcher [19] describes a limited application of dynamic programming to a series of activities and special cases of dual activities to obtain an optimum time-cost completion strategy. Allocation of the basic resource, money, is made serially to produce a minimum cost time. While it is noted that the paper was intended to show no more than a general application, the deficiencies in applicability to the general resource allocation problem are extensive, especially in the area of the inability of the method to accommodate networks that cannot be added either serially or in parallel such as Figure 13.

![Figure 13](image.png)

**Figure 13. A Network That Cannot be Added Serially or in Parallel.**

Petrovic's [87] dynamic programming formulation of the resource allocation problem maps the predecessor-successor relations of activities into a set of transformations where the state variables are the amounts of work necessary to complete the activities. The resource levels assigned to each activity
constitute the decision variables. The problem is then considered as a discrete multistage decision process and solved as a resource leveling problem.

Due to the high dimensionality of the formulation Petrovic suggested decomposing the project in time to produce subprojects which can be optimized individually and will produce total concordance when a price correcting algorithm is applied.

As a second means of handling high dimensional problems, Petrovic proposed an iterative approximate approach to improve successive feasible policies until the value of the criterion decrement becomes less than a specified tolerance.

Elmaghraby [38, 41, 42] also approached the problem of sequencing different jobs, each having a unique penalty cost, from a network model which is equivalent to a dynamic programming approach. The network is established by denoting the set of all jobs numbered in ascending magnitude of due dates.

Some job must be performed last at a given penalty cost. Subsequently a new job is selected to be performed last. Forming of subsets is continued until the empty set is reached. Then the nodes of the network correspond to the sets of the dynamic programming formulation and optimization is equivalent to the determination of the shortest path in a directed acyclic network. The approach assumes strictly convex and linear cost functions.

Rubinovitch [97] suggests a dynamic formulation of an inventory problem correlating excess inventory with a time factor which is needed to absorb random delays to activities. The provision of more inventory is translated to the cost
of adding additional resources to reduce the time required to complete a series of activities. The distribution of activity probability functions is assumed known and parametric procedures are used to construct the optimum starting times for linear, continuous, convex problems of limited scope. The application of inventory techniques is unique and provides a reasonable fit to the resource allocation problem even though the size of problem that can be handled is too limited to be of practical value.

The optimal sequence of two problems is investigated by Litsios [69] with respect to allocating one reusable resource to \( n \) tasks and allocating a non-reusable resource to \( n \) tasks. The solution technique utilized is a combination of dynamic programming and combinational analysis techniques. The two problems are shown to be respective duals.

**Combinatorial Methods**

Schrage [98] considers the constrained resource case where an activity may be preempted. The resources are limited to one per type and an algorithm is presented to minimize the finish time by implicit enumeration. The dominant activity attribute reduces the branches explored. Optima for up to 35 activities is found with reasonable ease.

Ellwein [37] outlined an implicit-enumeration scheme that, while maintaining a low storage requirement, allows the same flexibility in backward branching as is commonly experienced in forward branching. The cost-duration analysis is treated as a minimum cost selection from explicitly enumerated arcs.
selected according to a "Properly Oriented Cut Section" (POCS) procedure. The procedure is superior to tabular methods, but assumes linear or piece-wise linear and convex cost functions. The solution is not applicable to non-continuous functions.

Ignall and Shrage [57] explain the use of the branch and bound technique for a 3 machine 10 job scheduling problem. The explanation includes the reduction in spans by replacing nodes with dominating nodes which can significantly reduce the number of nodes that must be considered.

Pritsker, Miller and Zinkl [89] present a solution for the n products on m machines by a branch-and-bound search technique. The technique gives an optimum solution to problems where the jobs n must be processed in the same order on each machine. The best heuristic methods were compared in two cases using the technique. The procedure was shown to be accurate 17 out of 30 times and 8 out of 10 were within 5%. The first case was solved for n products with a late penalty and the second for total minimum time.

In 1968, Davis [28] introduced an exact enumerative technique which systematically formed all possible feasible network combinations with resource constraints. All schedules greater than a shorter schedule were successively eliminated using a shortest route approach. The procedure is complex and requires large amounts of computer time, but does consider the multiple resource requirements of a single job. The resulting algorithm will accommodate up to fifty jobs and five resources.
Davis and Heidorn [29] treat the constrained resource problem with a combination of heuristic and dynamic programming techniques. The Resource Scheduling Method developed by Shaffer, Ritter and Meyer [100] is first used to eliminate undesirable schedules and then dynamic programming obtains the optimum schedule from the reduced number of alternatives.

In 1968, Patton [83, 84] formulated the constrained resource problem as a mixed integer linear programming problem and develops a Nodal Sequence Pruning Test to solve the problem with two branch and bound algorithms which use selective enumeration. The model is not applicable to construction scheduling since the method for applying multiple resources is independent of time.

Other Techniques

Graph Theory

Graph theory and graph theory applications of the resource problem have been proposed by Berge [12], [13], Busacker [18], Dunne [35], Ellwein [37], Ford and Fulkerson [45], Gorenstein [51], Hu [55], Kaufmann [61] and Zangwill [114]. Generally the concept of a cut-set in a graph is defined as a set of arcs which disconnect a graph when the arcs are removed. The cut-set is useful for identifying limits of flow in graphs; however, the enumeration of all possible cut-sets is a sizeable problem for even moderate networks and consequently practical application is limited.

Based on the work of Roy and Sussman [96], Balas [4, 5], and
Raimond [93], Gorenstein [51] formulated the machine scheduling problem as a disjunctive graph. Disjunctive arc pairs were inserted into the network between nodes and one arc was selected to determine the derived network that represented the sequence of job processing on each machine. An algorithm to determine feasible networks was developed and partial enumeration used to solve the problem. Allowance for more than one resource to work on an activity and possible inclusion of a cost consideration was made.

More recent approaches by Dunne [35] and Dessouky and Dunne [30, 31] solve the cost duration problem for planar networks. The graph theory concept utilizes properly orientated cut-sets (POCS) which are a minimum set of arcs cutting the arcs of the planar network. The analysis is conducted on this dual type, cut network which actually forms a reduction set. The reduction set in an activity network is a minimum set of activities which reduce project duration by an amount equal to the amount that the reduction set has been reduced. This procedure is valid only for planar networks and assumes linear or piecewise linear and convex activity cost duration functions. The method exhibits potential for improvement and is more suitable to manual computation than most.

An earlier planar network solution of the critical resource problem using the dual of planar networks was proposed by Zimmerman and Shaffer [115]. As a starting point, the assumption of infinite critical resources was made and every possible cut set considered for scheduling. The method is called the "General Resource Scheduling" algorithm and is limited in application due to its dependence upon the basis of a planar network.
Nodal Balancing

Berman [14] developed an activity cost slope balancing technique to approach the CDA problem. Conceptually simple, the technique involves equating the sum of all activity cost slopes incident upon a node to the sum of the activity cost slopes emanating from a node. Balancing all nodes successively causes convergence to an optimum solution. While the approach has relative validity, Berman recognizes the limitation of the lack of consideration of manpower loading.

Taylor and Walsh [106] propose an interactive procedure where resources are categorized as to the effect that the application of the resources will have on the activity. Those with secondary effect are minimized first leaving only the primary resources to be assigned. The interactive method effectively allocates resources by parts until no additional resources are available.

Chapman [23] suggests the application of a transportation format with additional constraints to prevent non-feasible linkages where the float of one activity drives another activity into an infeasible region. The solution framework is first arranged similar to the standard transportation problem and an initial feasible solution generated. Tests for optimality are made in the standard transportation form. Subsequent interactions to gain an optimum solution are based on evaluation of row and column shadow costs. The problem of non-feasible corner points due to the introduction of additional constraints is encountered and the solution is proposed by simplex row evaluation techniques which effectively bridge non-feasible corner points. Chapman notes that optimal solutions should
be possible and additional effort to minimize computation is clearly necessary. In general, the adaptation is comprehensive and promises a positive contribution to the problem.

The methods presented depend upon computer solution of practical size problems. Non-computer, manual methods are unusual due to the complexity of even moderate size problems. Methods emphasizing a manual capability have been proposed by Fondahl [44], Antill and Woodhead [1], Martino [74], Waldron [110] and Siemans [101].

**Research Needs**

This review has examined a variety of approaches to essentially two problems: (a) Cost Duration Analysis and (b) Critical Resource Analysis. The methods available to solve these problems range from heuristics to programming (linear, integer, dynamic and quadratic) and combinatorial methods. Among these methods, only the programming techniques can guarantee optimality at the expense of severe limitations in scope and compromising assumptions.

The approaches examined almost exclusively treat the CRA and CDA problems separately and design solutions to solve either one or the other without recognizing the possible interaction. As noted by Paulson [86] time-cost trade-off methods generally ignore resource constraints and become engrossed in composite algorithms. Margenthaler [71] reported that several procedures have been designed to treat CDA and CRA alternately or in series, [2, 3, 24, 36, 72, 73 and 76]. However, only Dünne [35], Margenthaler [71], Paulson [86],
Richards [92] and Rosenbloom [94] state the need for a combined approach to the problem. Of those recognizing the interrelationship Marganthaler and Paulson present heuristic techniques and Richards proposes a highly complicated 0/1 method which is designed as a measure of effectiveness for heuristic techniques.

Research needs may be focused on obtaining a programming solution of the combined CRA and CDA problems without imposing assumptions such as linearity which remove the solution from applicability to the construction environment. However, even though mathematical rigor and precise assumptions are important:

Any representation of an actual situation by a mathematical model is based on any number of compromises, aggregations of effects and approximations. If too much detail is included, application of the model becomes a prohibitive task. Moreover, the important relations may be almost completely obscured by the maze of detail. On the other hand, a model that does not include essential characteristics of the system has little utility. Thus it is highly desirable to have a model that has great flexibility for representing situations but whose application does not require an excessive amount of effort, Taylor and Walsh [106]. Such a model would have the capability of being used by the construction industry. As evidenced by the deficiencies of both the individual and composite efforts of the state-of-the-art this practical capability of generating an economical schedule without limiting assumptions has not been met.
CHAPTER III

DYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

The dynamic resource model is developed to study the alternative designs of the construction project planning and scheduling system. The information studied is the different resource requirements, the resources available to satisfy the requirements and the effect of the alternative resource decisions on the construction project.

The dynamic resource model considers the cost of alternative courses of action by evaluating the decisions in terms of the total project cost. Accordingly, all decisions within the system are interrelated to reflect upon the measure of effectiveness of the total project. The cost of each individual job then becomes a function of the minimum cost of the total system.

Total Project Costs

The cost of a construction project is the summation of the cost of all resource decisions, plus the cost of maintaining the project in an active status and the costs incurred as a result of liquidated damages. The resource decision costs result from the cost of using resources, the cost of having idle resources and the cost inherent in changing the level of resources.
Resource Utilization Costs

Construction project material is converted into a completed project component by applying the required resources over a discrete time period. Within practicable limits, which are controllable by an experienced scheduler, the discrete time required is inversely proportional to the resource applied in feasible discrete mixtures. For example, if the resource requirement is to transport 4,000 cubic yards of material and a feasible resource mixture of one loader and three trucks could move 1,000 cubic yards daily the time of resource application would be four days. If practicable, two loaders and six trucks could accomplish the requirement in two days.

The cost of using the resource is the total cost associated with employing the resource. In the example cited, the cost would include:

a. Depreciation cost of equipment
b. Interest, insurance and taxes of the equipment
c. Equipment operating costs
d. Total operator employment cost

The calculation of the sum of the costs in this example as well as with most resources is reasonably constant for a maximum of an eight-hour day. Correspondingly, the daily cost is constant for a maximum five-day work week. Beyond either the eight-hour day or the five-day work week, the resource costs will increase due to overtime and increased operating costs.

Resource Idle Costs

The cost of employing a resource and not applying the resource to a
project differs from the utilization cost. In the equipment example, the depre-
ciation, operating and perhaps the operator's cost would change if the equipment
remained in an idle state. Generally, personnel in the idle state cost the same
as if they were applied. However, some union contracts allow payment of a
minimum charge such as a four-hour day which would change the total employ-
ment wages and benefits considerably if the workman was sent home with a half
workday credit. In other situations, the operator may be reassigned to another
job with no cost to the idle resource.

Changing Resource Level Costs

Resource levels are the number of resources or resource mixtures
which are able to independently accomplish work on a project component. A
minimum level has an associated cost which reflects the least cost of having
that resource mixture or resource on the site. If another unit of resource (or
resource mixture) is applied, a cost that is not part of the unit resource cost
is incurred. While there is the possibility that the cost is zero, most fre-
quently a minimum of an administrative cost of ordering the resource and
placing the resource on accounting records occurs.

Changing resource levels include costs such as the following:

a. Administrative Costs per Unit Resource
b. Erection/Dismantling of Resource
c. Transportation of Resources
d. Inefficient Learning or Break-in Period
e. Training Costs Associated with Resource Use
In general, any cost associated with a resource which does not represent a reasonably constant utilization cost is a cost of changing the resource level. As shown by Figure 14 the costs during periods $t=0$ to $t=6$ are not representative of the resource utilization and should be considered costs of changing level, regardless of their source.

Figure 14. Resource Cost per Unit vs. Time of Application.
Active Project Costs

A construction project that is actively pursued requires support that includes some construction support resources and additional indirect job costs. These costs result from supporting the scope of the project and are required to assist in the actual creation of the project components. Following is a list of support costs which are included as Active Project Costs:

a. Home Office Overhead Prorated to Project
b. Project Site Officer
c. Indirect Labor - Superintendent
   Assistant superintendents
   Craft supervisors above crew leaders
   Watchmen
   Cleanup men
   Inspectors
   Timekeepers
   Accountants
   Schedulers
   Expeditors
   Storage supervisor
   Safety engineer
   Secretaries
   Inventory clerks
d. Site Services - Water
   
   Electricity
   
   Temporary sanitary facilities
   
   Dewatering/drainage
   
   Road patrols

e. Security Fencing

f. Construction Risk Insurance

g. Permits, Licenses, Fees

h. Telephone Services

i. Consulting Services

j. Computer Services

k. Warehousing (on and off site)

l. Storage (on and off site)

m. Prefabrication Area

n. Material Staging Areas

o. Materials Testing Services

p. Administrative Transportation

   The applicable costs listed above constitute a carrying cost of running a project. The longer these costs apply the greater the total Active Project Costs will amount to. Consequently, a measure of reducing project duration by one day that costs less than the sum of the applicable Active Project Costs would be cost effective.
Delay Damages

In addition to the indirect costs of running a project, an extra cost of completing a project late may be incurred. Delay damages, if applicable, are effective after the project completion date stipulated in the contract specifications. Delay damages may also be applied to selected intermediate project components prior to the overall completion date. As with active project costs, delay damages exceeding their avoidance cost should not be willingly incurred.

Project Material Resources

To round out the total project costs, the cost of the project materials must be considered in conjunction with the processing costs. These costs are variable, but alternate decisions are severely limited by the specifications unless a reasonable value engineering clause is included. In any event, the project material costs will be considered fixed at the level priced from the material take-off and the possible value engineering decisions excluded from the scope of this research.

Project Cost Curves

The total project costs are represented in Figure 22 as a cost $c$ and the project time at point $t$. If the resource level is not initially at a maximum or a minimum, then the project time can be reduced by some $\delta$ to a point $c', t'$ where all critical jobs have a maximum resource assignment. Likewise, the resource level of critical jobs can be reduced until the lower resource limit is reached at $c'', t''$. If feasible completion times exist between $c', t'$ and $c'', t''$, \end{quote}
an apparent project cost curve (PCC) can be established. A curve such as shown by Figure 15 may represent the cost of project resources, idle costs and the cost of changing resource level. The PCC represents all of the resource costs as well as all of the project components in the project. As such, a PCC may be considered to represent a series of sub-projects as shown by Figure 16.
The alternative decisions to apply resources are interrelated in three respects. First, the decision to apply a resource $x$ at a level $n$ affects the decision to apply a different resource, $y$, at a level $m$. Figure 17 shows two activities, both critical and incident at node $k$. The decision to apply $2m$ of $y$ resources may reduce the duration of $j-k$ by some $\Delta t_y$ at a cost of
The project duration would remain unchanged unless i–k was also reduced by an amount $\Delta t_x > \Delta t_y$ at some cost $C_{2m}$. Assuming that project durations less than one day are impractical, a $\Delta t_x$ must be found that is $\geq \Delta t_y$. This reduction in duration may not be an optimum cost for completing i-k, j-k at a time $(t + 9) - \Delta t_y$. The costs of all feasible durations of i-k, j-k existing at a time t must be candidates for optimum costs. Regardless of eventual optimums, the decision regarding one resource affects the decision of other resources in the system at the same time.

The second dimension of cost integration is between discrete points in time. The opportunity to vary resource assignments within their respective limits exists from one discrete time to the next. The only incentive (or
deterrent) to change resource assignments is what it will cost not to make the change. Figure 18 shows three critical activities all requiring the same resource.

If there are $x_i$ feasible levels of resource $x$, where $i=1, n$ and $A$ is a requirement for resource $x$, $(A > x_i, < x_i, t \in T$ feasible) there is a series of $\sum_{i=1}^{n} t x_i > A, t=1, \ldots, T$ and a series $\sum_{i=1}^{n} t x_i > B, \sum_{i=1}^{n} t x_i > C$. The cost of satisfying requirement $A$ is entirely independent of satisfying $B$. However, the state of the system when $A$ is completed is related to $B$ since the level of the state when $A$ is completed determines the amount of change necessary to transform the resource state to satisfy resource requirements at $B$.

The third dimension interrelating resource decisions is the cost of time. Figure 19 shows four resource requirements $A$, $B$, and $C$ which are critical and $D$ which is non-critical. If requirement $A$, $B$ or $C$ cannot be met in one time period, the critical path will be extended and the cost of that extension will accrue. Requirement $D$ can be met concurrently with either $A$ or $B$ or can be accomplished in part with the work of $A$ and part with $B$. This cannot happen without certain assumptions. First, if the work is not accomplished with $A$, some (in this case all) of the float will be used. Second, if resources
are only available in mixtures, one complete resource mixture unit must be assigned beyond the requirements of A and B if any additional effort is available for D.

The assumptions inherent in this problem are then twofold:

a. Is the work separable into smaller packages which can be worked as resources are available?

b. Will float be used or will the schedule be "left justified?"

In reference to the separability of jobs, Roy and Dibon [95] maintain that jobs should not be broken but remain continuous. Kelley [64] holds the opposite opinion that a large percentage of jobs are not required to be processed continuously. Neither position can claim universal application when the merit depends upon the individual job and the cost of stopping and starting that unique
operation. Unfortunately, imposing the task of determining the cost of separating jobs upon a scheduler is impracticable. Kelley’s position that most jobs are separable is considered a reasonable compromise if the time of assignment of a resource is at least equal to one eight-hour shift. This position evolves from the reflection that some stopping and starting costs already exist by virtue of changing shifts or advancing to a future day.

The desirability of using float depends upon the willingness of the organization to accept an unknown element of risk. The risk results from exogenous variables which may cause a job originally having float to be delayed beyond its finish time. The alternatives of scheduling a non-critical job on its early start time and sacrificing the possible cost savings of using any float is approximately as undesirable as risking a delay due to scheduling an activity on the late start date. A compromise position can be established by defining a new concept of "partitioned float" which will represent a time to start an activity that is between the activity’s early start and late start times. To determine "partitioned float," the total float available to a chain of activities is prorated on the basis of the resource days required by an activity as compared to the total resource days required by a chain of activities. This compromise is based on the argument that the more work required by a job the greater will be the opportunity for delay. Figure 20 shows this procedure.

The resource types having float assigned may be different. For example, activity 1 - 2 may require equipment while 2 - 3 and 3 - 5 may require cement finishers and masons respectively. Each separate requirement does exist in a
Figure 20. Determining Partitioned Float.
non-critical chain which by definition has some amount of float that separates
the criticality of the chain from a parallel, critical chain of activities.

Many non-critical activities are so nearly critical that a practical distinc-
tion is not terribly useful to a superintendent. This is particularly true
when the total float in a chain (in days) is less than the number of jobs in the
chain. In such cases, it is only prudent to schedule all jobs on their early
start. Other instances will exist where the float is greater than the number of
jobs, but less than a multiple of the prorated job requirements. The remainder
is more safely assigned to the last job in the chain.

Objectives of the Dynamic Model

Resulting from the resource costs and their integration, the alternatives
which may produce the least cost is the desired end product. In this respect,
the manager needs to know how much of a limited resource should be assigned
to a job each day to result in a minimum cost for the total project. In addition
to the required resource, the manager must also know what effect these decisions
have upon the total project. Without this knowledge, a minimum cost that shows
a project is currently above a previously established budget may be extremely
difficult to justify. These considerations create a conflict between output use
and report generation. First, the information is only reasonably accurate for
the foreseeable future; a period as short as one working month. To generate
scheduling information much beyond the time that exogenous effects can be pre-
dicted with some degree of accuracy is not only expensive, but has already been
noted to be of little actual utility. Consequently, scheduling information should be generated for a limited future which, although dependent upon specific situations, should not exceed approximately sixty working days. To remedy the lack of total project information, planning resource assignments can be carried to project conclusion utilizing data developed on a broader scope basis.

**Scheduling Information**

Scheduling information informs the construction superintendent of the specific limited resource level which should be assigned to a limited resource requirement during discrete scheduling periods. Subject to the cost of changing resource assignments, the superintendent can make changes as frequently as he may choose. However, a project of significant size would degenerate to chaos if resource assignments are made more frequently than on a daily basis. Additionally, resource assignments on a daily basis allow for a reasonable opportunity for economy resulting from changing resource levels while maintaining the opportunity to benefit from a continuously level assignment throughout the scheduling period.

The data used to generate scheduling information is provided by the scheduler and results from a detailed study of the resource requirements of the project components existing on the lowest level of the project work breakdown structure. These are the components which exhibit unit costs developed from quoted material prices and for which the production rate of men and equipment is reasonably well established. By limiting the time period for producing this detailed information to a maximum of sixty future working days,
the workload of the scheduler (scheduling team) is retained within a practicable realm of feasibility. The scheduling level is shown by Figure 21.

Planning Information

Information used for planning purposes can be of a more general nature. It is necessary to know far in advance that a critical resource will be required. The exact details of that requirement depend to a great extent upon the outcome of the exogenous influences which are operative during the ensuing time before the requirement has matured. Consequently, the data used to generate planning information results from the study of less detailed resource requirements. While organizational policy as well as capability of generating broad resource requirements differs greatly between organizations, the level of the work breakdown structure used to generate planning information should be keyed to two levels below that of a project containing significant structures.

Application to Construction Resources

The application of these considerations to the construction problem may take the form of a project requiring loaders, graders and trucks. The resource types would then be the different types of equipment required and the costs of operation including equipment operators would be included in the cost of the resource type. A typical resource requirement in this case would be estimated in machine hours to accomplish the required work. For example; three loader hours may constitute the loader resource requirement, the trucks may require five hours and the grader ten hours.
Figure 21. Work Breakdown Structure—Planning and Scheduling Levels.
The specific numbers of these resource types may be limited. There may be the alternatives of one to three loaders; six to nine trucks and four to seven graders. Additionally, there may be an active project cost which includes a project superintendent, a grade superintendent and home office overhead. In this situation, the superintendent knows the logic of his operation: He must load the trucks, haul the material and spread it on site. He may not know the number of each resource type which will result in the least cost when all the costs of the project are considered. If the problem is extended to a situation where more than one isolated part of the project must be accomplished simultaneously, the superintendent may also desire the information regarding how to apportion the limited resource types over his entire project to obtain the least project cost.

To find the lowest project cost, the superintendent must have the following information:

a. The cost of using each of his equipment types for a unit of time.

b. The cost of adding or releasing one unit of each equipment type.

c. The cost resulting from allowing one unit of each type of equipment to remain idle.

d. The active project cost.

The superintendent then needs to know how to combine these applicable costs to accomplish all of his requirements without spending more than is necessary.

This problem can be solved using dynamic programming. The solution process requires the adaptation of Discrete, Differential, Dynamic Programming [53] to construction resource requirements; the provision of a new dynamic
programming method to allow simultaneous consideration of both critical and non-critical resource requirements (Binary Dynamic Programming); and a new method of releasing non-critical resource requirements to approach criticality (Partitioned Float).

**Summary**

The cost of a total construction project results from the following elements:

a. Resource Utilization Costs
b. Resource Idle Costs
c. Costs of Changing Resource Levels
d. Costs that are a function of project time

Each of these costs are interrelated between resource types and as a function of time. The objective of manipulating these costs is to minimize total project cost.

The partitioned float concept allows use of a proportional amount of total float belonging to a chain of non-critical activities and is related to the "critical sequence" concepts of Weist [113] and Paulson [85, 86].

The resource scheduling problem and the resource planning problem have the same objective. Scheduling information must be detailed, but is only useful for a short foreseeable, scheduling horizon. Planning information is much less accurate and results from resource estimates made on a broader basis than that of scheduling information.

Both planning and scheduling information is necessary to carry out a minimum cost, resource management decision.
CHAPTER IV

MODEL FORMULATION

The dynamic resource model is formulated with an objective function and a set of constraint equations for each project. A project is defined by an arrangement of jobs in a directed, acyclic network. Each job of the project is characterized by resource utilization costs which are a function of job time. The objective of the model is to minimize total project cost through optimum resource assignment.

General Formulation of Dynamic Programming Problems

Bellman [9] introduced dynamic programming (DP) as a method based on a principle of optimality and designed to solve certain classes of problems. Problems suitable for DP solution are those which allow decomposition into a series of sequential problems of less complexity. The resultant series of solutions are then combined to obtain the solution of the original problem. Consequently, problems which require the solution of a sequence of interrelated decisions are conveniently formulated as DP problems. Conveniently, the construction resource scheduling problem consists of the decision to assign resources during a series of discrete time intervals and is well suited to the DP method. Problems suitable for DP analysis should also exhibit the following characteristics:
a. The problem must be capable of being divided into stages with a decision required at each stage. The DP methodology converts an optimization problem into a sequence of N smaller problems, each of which has a value of all N variables at a point in time.

The selection of the stages for decomposition may be points in space or time, or may even represent abstract steps in the problem-solving process. In construction scheduling analysis, optimization problems arise in the time-oriented optimization of the system. Stages may be widely separated points or very small increments of time. The stages of a construction resource problem can be conveniently specified as one day (eight hour) increments for scheduling.

b. Regardless of the type of stage, each must have an associated state vector. A state vector is a set of state variables which contain all the practicable information of interest relating to the state of a system at the associated stage. The information about the state variables must show how the states vary between stages. Multidimensional state vectors exist when two or more variables are necessary to describe the system's state. Realistic formulation of optimization problems in construction systems involves a high-dimensional state vector. The state variables applicable to the construction problem are the types of resources required within a stage or the resource mixtures required within a stage.

c. A transformation equation at each stage is used to transform the current state vector into a state vector which is associated with the next stage. Consequently, the decision vector is a set of variables representing the alternative decisions which may be made at each stage. The construction decision
involves the quantity of a resource requirement which will be accomplished within each stage (i.e., assigning work to the resources available). The result of these alternative decisions is then evaluated by a measure of benefit for any feasible state of the system at each stage. The characteristic of a measure of benefit must reflect the objectives of the system. In this respect, the objective of the construction system is to minimize the total project cost which is equivalent to the sum of the costs (benefits) of each stage).

d. For a specific stage and state of a problem, the optimal decision should be independent of decisions made in previous stages. This means that the information about previous stages which relate to the selection of new optimal values of decision variables is already incorporated into the values of the state variables at the current stage.

The recursive equation is the basis for the formulation of optimization problems which will be solved by dynamic programming. The recursive equation states mathematically Bellman's principle of optimality: "an optimal set of decisions has the property that whatever the first decision is, the remaining decisions must be optimal with respect to the outcome which results from the first decision."

When an optimization problem can be divided analytically into N discrete stages and each stage n=1, 2, ..., N with n=1 for the first stage, etc.) has an associated state vector \( \bar{S}_n \), then \( T_n(\cdot) \) can be defined as a transformation function which acts on the state vector \( \bar{S}_n \) to convert it into a state vector \( \bar{S}_{n-1} \) (associated with stage n-1) which results from the action of the decision vector
$D_{n-1}$ in the $(n-1)$th stage. In mathematical terms and as stated by references [9 and 53]

$$\bar{S}_{n-1} = T_n(\bar{S}_n, \bar{D}_{n-1}); n = 2, \ldots, N \tag{4}$$

where $\bar{S}_n \in [\bar{S}]_n$, $\bar{S}_{n-1} \in [\bar{S}]_{n-1}$, and $\bar{D}_{n-1} \in [\bar{D}]_{n-1}$; $[\bar{S}]_n$, $[\bar{S}]_{n-1}$ and $[\bar{D}]_{n-1}$

are the respective admissible values of the state vector for stage $n$, the state vector for stage $n-1$, and the decision vector for stage $n-1$. The construction transformation involves the amount of resource days required, to complete the part of the job not yet accomplished. The constrained or limited resource problem can be viewed in three dimensions as shown by Figure 22. An original stage time $(t)$ is set equal to one day. Because a quantity of resource $(y)$ which is available on day $(t)$ may not be equal to the requirements for resource $(y)$ at time $(t)$, some additional time $(\Delta t)$ may be required to satisfy the work requirement. Since the resource type requirement $(y_t)$ is multidimensional $(Y_{mt})$, the additional time required to complete each resource type requirement may also be variable as shown by Figure 23.

Dynamic problems may be solved using either a forward or backward algorithm. Using a forward DP algorithm, the computation begins with the analysis of the first stage $(n=1)$ and continues sequentially until the last stage $(n=N)$ is completed. The backward algorithm begins with the analysis of the last stage $(n=1)$ and continues sequentially until the first stage $(n=N)$ is performed.

The measure of benefit or return resulting from the decision for stage $n$
Figure 22. Three Dimensional Resource Synthesis.
is defined as $R(S, D)$. The problem's objective is to minimize a given function for the benefits resulting from the sequence of decisions. The objective function, $z$, can be expressed as:

$$z = \text{minimize} f(R_1(S_1, D_0), \ldots, R_n(S_n, D_{n-1}), \ldots, R_N(S_N, D_{N-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $f$ is a function representing the combined benefit of system transformations from the initial state vector $S_0$ to a final state vector $S_N$ which resulted from a sequence of decision vectors $D_0, \ldots, D_{N-1}$.

The optimization of the objective function is generally subject to a set of constraints or conditions of diverse nature (financial, physical, social, or
even institutional) which may be imposed upon the system. For example, physical constraints may specify limits to the allowable variation of the decision variables, cash flow constraints may indicate ceilings to expenditures necessarily associated with the decisions, and social or institutional constraints may restrict the system to the real-world situations where labor union contracts, local laws and company policy may impact the system. These alternative constraints applicable to the construction process were discussed in chapters I and III.

The solution of the objective function by DP requires the stage by stage solution of an $N$-stage problem. As noted the decomposition of $D_n$ into stages requires two conditions. First, $D_n$ must be separable as expressed by:

$$f[R_1(S_1, D_0), R_2(S_2, D_1), \ldots, R_N(S_N, D_{N-1})] =$$

$$f_1[R_1(S_1, D_0), f_2[R_2(S_2, D_1), \ldots, R_T(S_N, D_{N-1})]]$$

(6)

where $f_1$ and $f_2$ are real-valued functions. Secondly, $D_n$ must be monotonic to allow decomposition as expressed by:

$$f[R_1(S_1, D_0), f_2[R_2(S_2, D_1), \ldots, R_T(S_N, D_{N-1})]] \geq$$

$$f_1[R_1(S_1, D_0), f_2''[R_2(S_2, D_1), \ldots, R_T(S_N, D_{N-1})]]$$

(7)
where \( f' [ ] \geq f'' [ ] \) for all values of \( R^1 \). Therefore \( \bar{D}_n \) as stated by,

\[
\text{Minimize } f[R_1(\bar{S}_1, \bar{D}_0), R_2(\bar{S}_2, \bar{D}_1), \ldots, R_N(\bar{S}_N, \bar{D}_{N-1})] \tag{8}
\]

can be converted into

\[
\text{Minimize } f_1[R_1(\bar{S}_1, \bar{D}_0), \text{ Minimize } f_2[R_2(\bar{S}_2, \bar{D}_1), \ldots, R_N(\bar{S}_N, \bar{D}_{N-1})]] \tag{9}
\]

Additive functions are typical in the analysis of systems which are designed to minimize the sum of the costs or the effectiveness of the system transformation at all the stages. In these cases, the objective function is given by

\[
f[R_1(\bar{S}_1, \bar{D}_0), \ldots, R_N(\bar{S}_N, \bar{D}_{N-1})] = \sum_{n=1}^{N} R_n(\bar{S}_n, \bar{D}_{n-1}) \tag{10}
\]

and when the conditions of separability and monotonicity are satisfied, \( f(\ ) \) is decomposable. In the construction system, the decision \( \bar{D}_n \) is known to be separable by comparison to actual practice where the resource applied may be changed subject to resource constraints at any discrete time interval. Further, the decision \( \bar{D}_n \) at any \( n \) is monotonic by definition as was expressed by the requirement that the number of feasible, minimum resource levels can only
increase with an increase in the number of resources. The monotonic feature is illustrated graphically by Figure 24.

![Figure 24. Number of Resources vs Resource Level.](image)

If $F_N(S_N)$ is defined as the minimum cost of the system transformations from the initial state $S_0$ to the final state $S_N$. Then, 

$$ F_N(S_N) = \min_{n=1}^{n=N} \sum_{n=1}^{n=N} R_n(S_n, D_{n-1}) $$

subject to the transformation function and all of the constraints imposed on the system. For any state $(n|n=1,2,\ldots,N)$, the DP recursive equation where $F_0(S_0)$ is a known quantity associated with the initial state vector $S_0$ which represents the original condition of the system.

**Computer Memory Required to Solve the DP Recursive Equation**

The digital computer solution of the DP recursive equation, (reference 53) requires enough storage capacity to retain $F_{n-1}(S_{n-1})$ and $F_n(S_n)$, for all feasible
values of the state vectors $\tilde{S}_{n-1}$ and $\tilde{S}_n$ at two consecutive stages, $n-1$ and $n$, and
the values $D^*_n(\tilde{S}_n)$ of the decision vector $\tilde{D}_{n-1}$, which satisfies the requirement
for every feasible value of the state vector $\tilde{S}_n$, $n=1, 2, \ldots, N$. This memory
requirement may be large, as illustrated in the following example:

A typical case in the analysis of the monthly operation of a four resource
construction system on a daily basis for three months involves $N=60$ stages,
with a five-dimensional ($M=5$) state vector, and a five-dimensional ($T=5$) decision
vector. In addition, if each variable of the state vector is broken into $Q=5$ levels,
then, the computer’s memory requirement is, at least, equal to $2^Q M$ for $F_n(\tilde{S}_n)$
and $F_{n-1}(\tilde{S}_{n-1})$ and equal to $T N Q M$ for $D^*_{n-1}(\tilde{S}_n)$, $n=1, 2, \ldots, N$. For this
example, the total numbers for $F_n(\tilde{S}_n)$, $F_{n-1}(\tilde{S}_{n-1})$, and $D^*_{n-1}(\tilde{S}_n)$ are 943,750.
Storing these numbers may require approximately four million bytes, a quantity
which is significant for the memory capacity of available digital computers.

It can be seen from the preceding example that the computer memory
required for the solution of the recursive equation increases linearly with the
dimensionality of the decision vector and the number of stages, geometrically
with the number of values of the state variables, and exponentially with the
dimensionality of the state vector. The most critical factor in the determination
of the required computer memory is obviously the dimensionality of the state
vector which affects the memory exponentially. However, for a given problem,
the dimensionality of the state and decision vectors and the number of stages are
fixed by the appropriate formulation of the problem, and the accuracy of the
solution depends on the fineness of the division of the state and decision variables.
into quantified values. There exists then, a compromise between the accuracy of a solution and the computational effort of obtaining it. For a minimum desirable number of quantified values of the state variables, the DP solution of a particular problem may not be possible if the entire set of values of the state variables is considered at one time. In such cases, a method is required which will allow a computer solution of DP problems having high-dimensional state and decision vectors, without requiring any reduction in the number of values of state and decision variables. These storage requirements are similar and are stated similarly to [53].

Reduction Technique

As a result of the excessive storage requirements created by a dynamic programming formulation, a method of reducing the dimensionality is necessary to allow solution by present computer equipment. Discrete differential dynamic programming (DDDP) as explained by Heidari, Chow and Meredith [53] is a constrained recursive search method which can be employed to solve optimization problems formulated in terms of dynamic programming (DP). The method requires an amount of computer time and memory that is relatively small when compared to conventional DP requirements. DDDP is an iterative technique that uses the recursive equation of dynamic programming to find an improved solution by constraining the search for improved solutions to domains which are successively closer to that of each solution. Employing this regimen, DDDP takes advantage of the results of each previous trial solution to adapt the search for
each successive, improved solution.

**DDDP methodology is a solution technique for DP and consequently requires that the problem be capable of formulation as a DP routine. As such DDDP is not an aid to the formulation of a specific problem but a computational tool to obtain solution to an optimization problem.**

The collection of restricted values of the state variables at all stages defines a corridor. The composition of corridors varies from one iteration to the next in such a way as to obtain convergence of the algorithm toward the optimal solution for the entire set of quantified values of the state variables. The path of the iterations through a corridor is called a trajectory \((k)\).

A trajectory, either initial or optimal, is required for the formation of the corridor for each iteration. Associated with such a trajectory is a value \(F^*_{(k-1)}\) of the objective function which is either calculated from the transformations of the system as specified by the initial trajectory (if \(k = 1\)) or obtained from the solution of the recursive equation within the corridor for the \((k - 1)\)-th iteration (if \(2 \leq k \leq k_{\text{max}}\), where \(k_{\text{max}}\) is a given maximum number of iterations). The solution of the recursive equation within the corridor yields a value of \(F^*_k\) for the objective function. If the value converges, the trajectory represents a solution to the optimization problem. This procedure is the same as was used and proven by Heidari, Chow and Meredith [53] with a minor exception in the manner of choosing the successive values of state variables.
**DDDP Procedure**

The DDDP procedure is shown by the block diagram in Figure 25. This diagram shows the steps necessary to implement the DDDP. The system is composed of a series of cycles which are further broken into a number of iterations for each cycle. Each cycle starts with a trial trajectory and searches for an optimal trajectory at each stage. A cycle is complete when the search has converged to an optimal trajectory as specified by a criterion. The optimal trajectory within a specified category and the corresponding return are determined by DP methodology for each iteration. The number of cycles as well as the maximum number of iterations of each cycle are preset for economy of processing. The procedure terminates when either the convergence criterion or the maximum number of iterations is satisfied. If convergence is realized, the optimal solution of the problem is the optimal solution of the last cycle. Termination resulting from exceeding the allowable number of iterations for a cycle produces a near optimal solution and may require additional iterations or modification of the convergence criterion.

The proximity of the initial trial trajectory to the optimum determines the processing difficulty of the procedure. While a trial trajectory may be found by applying engineering judgement or an approximate method such as system decomposition, a special subroutine provides a list of feasible alternatives from which initial data may be selected.

Having selected an initial trial trajectory the values of the state variable are then limited to a specified corridor around the trial trajectory. The corridor
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Figure 25. DDDP Procedure.
limits the values of the state variable which will be used for an individual cycle. The number of values that will be considered at one time should be reduced to as small a value as possible. Heidari, Chow and Meredith [53]; Shaufelberger [99]; Cortes [25] and Tauxe, Hall and Yeh [105] have shown the most satisfactory number to be three.

Figure 26 illustrates the concept of a three-valued corridor extending over N stages. The corridor should be constructed symmetrically around the trial trajectory if the maximum and minimum variable limits allow. When the corridor exceeds the range of feasibility for the variable, an asymmetrical corridor will result. Additionally, should the trial trajectory be incident upon either the upper or lower limit of the variable, a two valued corridor will result.

The width of the corridor $\Delta_{qm,n}$ should be the same for all stages during one cycle. However, the width may change between variables. Chow sets the increment $\Delta_{qm,n}$ equal to three times the smallest increment of the state variable. In the construction problem, the limited number of values which the state variable may assume (five) allows simplification in determining the corridor width. Because the values of the state variable are so limited, setting the corridor width at a maximum and minimum value around initial trajectory will allow convergence in a reasonable, if not minimal number of iterations.

With the corridor constructed around the trial trajectory a conventional

*The five value state variable was set as a limit of scheduler capability. A larger range of values would require increased computation time, but would not hamper computational practability.
Figure 26. Construction of a 3-valued Corridor.
DP algorithm is used to search for the optimum of the values of the state variables included within the corridor. The value of the objective function can be obtained by either a backward or forward algorithm. The optimum trajectory can be retrieved by computation or traceback procedure in a direction opposite to that used for the DP recursive equation.

**Tests for Convergence of Intermediate Cycles**

This procedure is performed for each iteration of a cycle and each iteration is tested for convergence to the optimal trajectory. Each iteration further provides a trajectory with a return which is at least equal to that of the previous iteration. A measure of improvement of the returns from consecutive iterations, as compared to the first iteration is given by

\[
\delta_i = \frac{F_i^* - F_{i-1}^*}{F_0^* - F_0^*}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, I
\]

where
- \( I \) is maximum number of iterations per cycle
- \( F_i^* \) is the return from the initial trajectory.
- \( F_0^* \) is the return from the 1st iteration.

If, for any intermediate cycle the iterative process produces a \( \delta_i \leq \) some value \( \epsilon \) the process should be terminated. Chow recommends a value of \( \epsilon \) equal to 0.10. Such a value while not insuring an optimum for an intermediate cycle does provide a reasonable trial trajectory for the succeeding cycle.
Test of Convergence of Final Cycle

The test for convergence of the last cycle consists of testing for a value of improvement which meets or exceeds a minimum requirement $\lambda$

$$\frac{F_i^* - F_{i-1}^*}{F_{i-1}^*} \leq \lambda, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, I$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

For practical purposes, $\lambda$ must be established in relation to the value of a project and may differ greatly from the $\lambda$ used for an example problem. $\lambda$ differs from $\epsilon$ in that $\lambda$ should be much more restrictive for the last cycle. Chow suggests a $\lambda = 0.001$ which is within reason for the construction problem.

Project Parameters

A project $P$ has a number of jobs $N$ which must be completed using $RT$ resource (mixture) types. Each job has a single resource requirement $RR$ which represents the resource (mixture) days required to complete the job. The resources (mixture) have $RL$ feasible levels each associated with the following parameters:

- $\text{COST}[RT, RL] = \text{utilization of resource } RT \text{ at level } RL$
- $\text{IDLE}[RT, RL] = \text{idle cost of resource } RT \text{ at level } RL$
- $\text{IDC}[RT, RL] = \text{cost of changing level of resource } RT \text{ from } RL \text{ to } RL+1$
- $\text{DLC}[RT, RL] = \text{cost of changing level of resource } RT \text{ from } RL \text{ to } RL-1$

The project $P$ has the following parameters.

$\text{PCC}[N, P] = \text{active project cost incurred by extending job } N \text{ one day on the critical path}$
\[ DDC[P] = \text{delay damage cost incurred by extending project } P \text{ one day beyond the specified completion date} \]

A project network has \( N \) activities numbered from starting node \( I \) to finish node \( J \) which specify the precedence relationships among the jobs. Associated with each job is an amount of total float and an amount of partitioned float where;

\[
TF[N, P] = \text{total float of project } P \text{ job } N \text{ in days}
\]

\[
PP[N, P] = \text{partitioned float of project } P \text{ job } N \text{ in days and}
\]

\[
PP[N, P] = TF[N, P] \frac{RR[N, P]}{\sum_{N \in C} RR[N, P]}, N \in C
\]

(14)

where \( C \) is the set of the non-critical chain of jobs containing \( N \) and \( RR \) is the resource days required by job \( N \), project \( P \).

A project is planned for the entire duration \( T \) and scheduled for a short range future \( N \). The discrete scheduling internal \( n \) is equal to one work day.

### Constraints

The constraints required are minimal due to the requirement that input data is limited to feasible values. Consequently, job completion constraints are of primary importance. Each job must be completed within its own active range to maintain the required precedence relationships.

\[
RR[RT, N] \leq \gamma[RT]n
\]

(15)
where \( y \) is the work assigned in a time \( n \).

In any time period \( n \) the resource available must be greater than or equal to the resource assigned.

\[
RL[RT] \geq \sum \gamma [RT, n]
\]  

(16)

**Variables**

Each job \( N \) has a single resource-day requirement (RR[RT, N]) which must be accomplished to complete job \( N \). \( RL \) is a variable level resource (mixture) available to accomplish \( N \). \( n \) is a discrete time period of one day and represents a stage \([S]\). Then

\[
\hat{n} \times RL \geq \sum_{N=1}^{[N]} RR[RT, N]
\]

(17)

\( RL = 1, 2, \ldots, 5; (RL=1) < (RL=2) < \ldots, (RL=5) \)

\( RL \) may represent any finite number of integer resource days, but only five alternative levels are allowed. The range of a job is the number of time periods \((S)\) within which the job must be accomplished to avoid delaying the critical path. The range \((R)\) is found by using a resource assignment of \( RL=5 \) and performing a critical path backward and forward pass to compute the early start and total float \((TF)\) of each job \( N \). The total float is used to determine the partitioned float \((PF)\) of \( N \). The range \((R)\) is then equal to the duration \((D)\) of \( N \) plus the partitioned float \((PF)\)

\[
R[N] = D[N] + PF[N]
\]  

(18)
and

\[ D[O,N] = \frac{RR[N]}{RT[RL]=\delta}, \quad D[0] = \text{initial duration} \quad (19) \]

Because the maximum resource level is used for the first iteration, the initial duration is always a minimum and some jobs may be unnecessarily crashed. Concurrent requirements for a resource which resulted from network logic can create a circumstance where the concurrent jobs \( \Sigma RR[RT,S] \) cannot be accomplished within the stage \([S]\). Then \( S \) must be extended to \( \hat{n} \) which allows \( RL[RT] \) to accomplish \( \Sigma N[RT] \).

\[ \hat{n} = \frac{RR[RT,S]}{RL[RT]} \quad (20) \]

The work assigned to each stage \( S \) is \( \frac{RR[S]}{RL[RT]} \), the work accomplished in each stage is \( RL[RT]\hat{n} \). The assignment is the work required rather than the resources available and

\[ \sum_{\hat{n}=1}^{\hat{n}} \gamma[\hat{n}] > \Sigma RR[RT,S] \quad (21) \]

Additionally, \( RR[RT,S] \) may be either a critical or non-critical plus critical requirement. The critical work required \( CRR[RT,S] \) must be completed or else the project duration will be extended. The \( NCRR[RT,S] \) may not extend the project duration if a time frame can be found where the \( \Sigma \text{Resource-days available} \) is at least equal to the requirement after the critical requirement has been satisfied.
Objective Function

The objective function expresses the total cost of accomplishing the work required by all resources, and is stated by:

\[
R = \sum_{R=1}^{M} \sum_{S=1}^{\text{Max}} \left[ \text{COST}[RT,N] + \text{IDLE}[RT,N] + \text{CLC}[RT,N] \right] + \text{PCC}[P]
\]  

(22)

The sum of these costs for all resources is the construction resource cost for the project.

Summary

Conceptually, partitioned float is used to release non-critical activities to expand their times of accomplishment to that of interrelated critical activities. Then, if any individual requirement is not accomplished within its own time frame, the total project time is extended.

The adaptation of Dynamic Programming for the construction resource problem is seen to have a special connotation of "stage." Initially the stage is generated from the duration of an activity divided by the maximum number of resources of the proper type available each day. If subsequently, the stage cannot be accomplished by any feasible number of resources, the stage is allowed to assume the alternative of a longer stage duration.

With these conditions established the total process is performed by the Binary Dynamic Program which is explained in Chapter V.
The construction resource management model has been formulated as a dynamic programming problem. The dynamic problem represents a non-linear, discrete programming situation which can be solved for multiple resource variables using the DDDP constrained state techniques.

The application of the model will be illustrated with two examples. First, a manual application will be shown which will serve to fully explain the necessary operations. Secondly, the example problem will be solved using data processing assistance.

**Manual Model Application**

The problem to be solved manually is shown by Figure 27. The problem consists of nine activities which share three resource types. Table 1 lists the activities along with the work required by each activity and the duration of the activity which results from application of the maximum resource type to its respective requirement. To this point, the data required is essentially equivalent to that necessary to perform a critical path analysis in its most simple form.

The additional input data relates only to the resource types and consists of the levels deemed feasible by a scheduler, the cost of applying each level, the cost incurred as a result of changing from one level to another, the cost of having a
Figure 27. Example Problem Network.

Table 1. Example Problem Activity Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Days Required</th>
<th>Duration at Maximum Resource Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>RT(N)</td>
<td>RR(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Change Level Cost</th>
<th>Idle Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(RT)</td>
<td>(CL)</td>
<td>(IDLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
particular level available, but idle and the cost of project time. Table 2 lists this required data with the exception of project time which is selected to be $2.00 per day. The cost of changing resource levels and the idle cost is given as a unit type value in Table 1 and is applicable to both an increase or decrease in level.

Table 2. Resource Level Data for Example Problem Number One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>LEVELS</th>
<th>COST/LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 9</td>
<td>10 13 15 17 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 9</td>
<td>10 13 15 17 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>5 7 9 11 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>5 7 9 11 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 9</td>
<td>10 13 15 17 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 6 7 8 9</td>
<td>10 13 15 17 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>5 7 9 11 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RT 1, 2, 3 = RT ABC respectively.

Segmenting Projects

The project is to be divided into discrete time intervals suitable for solution by dynamic programming. To accomplish this, the early start and late start times which result from a conventional critical path analysis are needed to map the network logic to a specific time frame.

Figure 28 is a time scaled representation of the logic network of Figure 27 and illustrates the origin of the daily resource requirements shown by the table accompanying the figure and the CP data shown in Table 3.
### RESOURCE TYPE REQUIREMENTS/STAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE TYPE [RT]</th>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 28. Time Scaled Resource Requirements for Example Problem.
The original critical path calculations were performed with the durations set to that duration which results from maximum application of the type resource level available. The transition from precedence logic to resource logic requires the consideration of accomplishing a given amount of work in a specific time span set by the precedence logic. Consequently, when a total resource type requirement must be accomplished between $t_1$ and $t_2$, the volume of the resource application diagram is constrained to one of the feasible resource levels, the range from $t_1$ to $t_2$ must be adjustable to obtain the resource required. Figure 29 illustrates this concept.

Table 3. Table of Critical Path Results for Example Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>EF</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original critical path schedule is used to determine the amount of resource required between times $t_1$ and $t_2$ and a choice of using either early start (ES), late start (LS) or some arbitrary start must be made. Due to the obvious and noted disadvantage of all choices, the noncritical activities are expanded by an
Figure 29. Resource Application Diagram.
amount equal to their partitioned float. The partitioned float is shown by Table 4 and although initially nonexistent in this example problem, the partitioned float will become a factor in a later step.

Table 4. Partitioned Float for Example Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>RR[IJ]</th>
<th>RR[CHAIN]</th>
<th>TF</th>
<th>PF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The partitioned float is used to modify the durations of the non-critical activities and the critical path calculations are revised. In this example, the results of the critical path calculations remain unchanged from those given by Table 3.

The project can now be segmented into one day increments and the segment transformed to "stage" logic. The selection of one day stages, where a stage is designated ns, results from the previous discussion of the practical ability to change resource decisions daily, combined with the impractical nature of scheduling time intervals shorter than one day. Additionally, use of the
minimum activity schedule length for the stage duration simplifies the search for
interdependent resource logic as will be seen in later steps of the solution process.

**Determining Stage Duration**

With the stage resource requirement established, the stage duration be­
comes a function of the resource decision and the decision to schedule or not
schedule the non-critical resource requirements. Although the stages were
originally segmented into one day durations, the resource requirement was based
upon application of the maximum respective resource level. Subsequently, it is
possible that the logic of the network will combine with the limited resource
availability to create a condition where the stage can no longer be accomplished
in one day. Further, the performance of all the required work within the origi­
nal stage duration may not be the optimum decision. Consequently, the specified
feasible resource levels must be applied in a series that provides at least as
much effort as is required by the stage. Whether the resulting series is level or
variable should and does depend upon the cost of the decision. The alternate
assignments which are available consist of the input resource levels in serial
sequences sufficient to satisfy the requirement for the resource type. The data
given in Table 2 shows that resource type two has five levels which are 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9 units of the resource type. The serial sequence must be constructed
from these alternatives. Stage one of the example problem requires 15 units of
resource type two. By observation, the following series, although not necessarily
optimal, are available to satisfy this requirement:
None of the series can accomplish the stage in one day since 9 is the maximum resource level available. The desired series also has the requirement of exhibiting a minimum cost. Since the result of obtaining this initial stage duration will be input to further processing, an absolute optimum is not required and any effort expended in reaching a better initial solution should be less than that of the subsequent, iterative search procedure. Consequently, the initial stage duration (ST) is derived by testing each level in series for two attributes: (1) greater than the resource type required and (2), a minimum cost. The sum of the levels allocated provides the comparison with the resource required and the minimum cost is found by summing the cost of each level (COST), plus the cost of changing levels (CLC), plus a penalty value for using more than one stage (DAILY) and the value of leaving any resource available in an idle state (IDLE).

Using the input data for resource type two and the project daily cost of $2.00 the following series illustrate these costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>CLC</th>
<th>Idle</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,5,5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these costs as candidates, the allocation of 7 units on one day followed by
8 units on a second day shows promise of being an optimum assignment. Selecting an optimum for one stage does not produce an optimum for the project due to the uncalculated requirement in future stages all of which are interdependent. The dependency between stages consists of the change in level of the resource allocated. For example, if one stage \( n \) could be satisfied with an allocation of 5 and the stage \( n+1 \) satisfied with 7, the stages are dependent to the extent of changing from the allocation of 5 units to the allocation of 7 units of the resource type. In order to approach a minimum cost for the project, a minimum cost series ending with each of the levels and a minimum cost series beginning with each level are required. With 5 levels for each resource type Table 5 gives the set of allocations and costs which provide initial candidates for optimaums in stage one for resource type two.

These candidates represent an optimum for the total resource requirement (RR). In many cases, the application of the partitioned float causes each activity to become so near critical that a practical distinction is beyond the degree of accuracy of the basic data. However, to maintain the capability of performing the non-critical requirement without extending the critical path an additional set of resource allocation series (RA) sufficient for only the critical resource requirement is generated and illustrated by Table 6. Similar series are prepared for each resource type in each stage.

**Trial Solution**

The series of allocation levels available for each resource type are now
Table 5. Set of Optimum Candidates Stage One, Resource Type Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NS</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>Resource Allocated</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Set of Optimum Candidates for the Critical Requirements of Resource Type Two, Stage One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NS</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>Resource Allocated</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reordered according to their costs and three values are selected from both the critical and total series. For the first cycle, it is desirable to test a wide corridor and gradually narrow the corridor towards the optimum in each cycle. The first trial solution consists of six values for each resource type in each stage. For the example problem, the costs of resource type two, stage one and their associated resource allocations follow in Table 7.

Table 7. Initial Values for Stage One, Resource Type Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRITICAL</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COSTS</td>
<td>18.00 20.00 36.50</td>
<td>29.50 42.50 52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>7 9 5,6</td>
<td>8,7 9,6 5,5,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>1 1 2</td>
<td>2 2 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar values are extracted for all resource types and the solution process proceeds to the binary dynamic program.

Recursive Analysis

Regardless of the optimum solution in a current stage, the alternative of making a different decision must be maintained until the possibilities of all stages have been scanned. Normally, the DP procedure provides an excellent fit to these requirements. However, the necessity to perform a "dual" process on both the critical and non critical requirements demands modification of normal tabular procedures. In deference to the higher order exponential terminology (D³P)
already established by Heidari, Chow and Meredith, the algorithm will be simply referred to as a binary variable procedure for tabular DP.

The binary dynamic program (BDP) will operate on both the critical and non-critical resource requirements simultaneously. The solution of the first stage of the BDP is trivial since it consists of the data itself. The BDP solution procedure for stages greater than one is shown by Table 8.

Table 8. BDP Solution Procedure, Stages Greater than One.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA</th>
<th>RA_{n-1,1}</th>
<th>RA_{n-1,2}</th>
<th>\ldots</th>
<th>RA_{n-1,6}</th>
<th>F^*_{n,J,I}</th>
<th>RA_{n,J}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA_{n,1}</td>
<td>f^*_{n,1}</td>
<td>F_{n,1,1}</td>
<td>F_{n,1,2}</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>F_{n,1,6}</td>
<td>\min_{I=1,6} F_{n,1,I}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA_{n,2}</td>
<td>f^*_{n,2}</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA_{n,6}</td>
<td>f^*_{n,6}</td>
<td>F_{n,6,1}</td>
<td>F_{n,6,2}</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>F_{n,6,6}</td>
<td>\min F_{n,6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RA\_{n} = RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS CURRENT STAGE

f^*\_{n} = COST OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION, CURRENT STAGE

F[n,1,1] = f^*\_{n-1,1} + f^*\_{n,1} + C

C = CHANGE LEVEL COST FROM RA[n-1] to RA[n]

I = INDEX OF THE COLUMN GENERATING THE MIN. F[n,1,I]
Noting that the table consists of six values from each stage and that the first three are critical and the following three are total values, the following relationship is seen to exist as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Quadrant Relationship of Critical and Total Resource Allocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Critical Cost</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Critical Cost</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Critical Cost</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To provide for all alternatives of critical and total combinations, the BDP cannot select the minimum of total costs as compared to critical costs. Doing so would always result in selection of the critical and neglect the alternative of accomplishing the non-critical in a previous stage. Consequently, the minimum of rows 1 through 3 and columns 1 through 3 are tested for a minimum cost. Rows 1 through 3 are saved with the minimum selected and the rows 4, 5, and 6 are first tested to greater than or equal to the resource required and the remaining candidates are compared row by row for a minimum between quadrants II, III, and IV.
This is shown by the following:

\[ F^*_1 = \min \{ (F_{n,1,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,1,3}) \} \quad (23) \]

\[ F^*_2 = \min \{ (F_{n,2,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,2,3}) \} \quad (24) \]

\[ F^*_3 = \min \{ (F_{n,3,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,3,3}) \} \quad (25) \]

\[ F^*_4 = \min \{ (F_{n,4,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,4,6}) \} \quad (26) \]

\[ F^*_5 = \min \{ (F_{n,5,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,5,6}) \} \quad (27) \]

\[ F^*_6 = \min \{ (F_{n,6,1}), \ldots, (F_{n,6,6}) \} \quad (28) \]

Subject to: \[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{RA}_{n,1,J} + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{RA}_{n-1,1,J} \text{ INDEX} \geq \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{TOTAL RR,} \]

\[ I = 1, 6 \]

\[ J = 1, 6 \]

Applying these formulae to the example problem yields Table 10 for resource type two, stage two.
Table 10. Minimum Costs for Resource Type Two, Stage Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F^*{2,J}$</th>
<th>$RA{2,J}$</th>
<th>$RA{1,J}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>00.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>00.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>00.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>08.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>05.0005</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>00.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This data resulted from the minimum of the interior cost array shown by Table 11.

Table 11. Interior Cost Array Resource Type Two, Stage Two

$F\{2,J,I\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$*25.00000$</th>
<th>29.00000</th>
<th>42.50000</th>
<th>46.50000</th>
<th>48.50000</th>
<th>57.00000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$*25.00000$</td>
<td>29.00000</td>
<td>42.50000</td>
<td>46.50000</td>
<td>48.50000</td>
<td>57.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$*25.00000$</td>
<td>29.00000</td>
<td>42.50000</td>
<td>46.50000</td>
<td>48.50000</td>
<td>57.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.50000</td>
<td>39.50000</td>
<td>57.00000</td>
<td>$*59.00000$</td>
<td>63.00000</td>
<td>73.50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.00000</td>
<td>58.00000</td>
<td>71.50000</td>
<td>$*75.50000$</td>
<td>77.50000</td>
<td>86.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.00000</td>
<td>62.00000</td>
<td>$*75.50000$</td>
<td>79.50000</td>
<td>81.50000</td>
<td>90.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates minimum selected.

The binary dynamic procedure is performed for all resource types in each stage and the process is repeated for each stage to the last.

Traceback for Optimum Allocations

When all resource types have been processed through the BDP of the
last stage, it is necessary to determine the allocations which resulted in the minimum cost for the last stage (OF*). This value in the last stage is selected directly as the minimum cost available.

\[
OF_{NS}^* = \min(F_{NS}^*, j) \quad J=1,6
\]

(29)

Associated with this minimum is an index I which points to the J of the \( F_{NS-1}^* \) which, when added to the \( F_{NS}^* \) of the current stage resulted in the \( OF_{NS}^* \). Figure 30 shows this procedure out of context with the example problem.

Figure 30. Simplified Traceback Procedure

**DDDP2**

The secondary discrete differential procedure uses the OF* of each stage and each resource type as a focal point to converge the subsequent three values from the feasible resource series. For example, if resource type two, stage one of the example problem required five series of feasible allocations as follows:
If the initial trial solution was series 1, 3 and 5 and OF* \( ns \) resulted from series 3, then series 1 and 5 would be moved towards 3. If OF* \( ns \) resulted from value 5, then 1 and 3 would be moved towards value 5. After new values are chosen, a new cycle begins and the binary dynamic procedure is performed again using the new values. The system is allowed to cycle until convergence is attained or until ten cycles have been completed.

The expansion of stages by cycling different values through the BDP perturbs the system. In particular, some resource types may now require stage durations greater than the original one day. Should this be the case, the original critical path is no longer valid. To allow the system to regain equilibrium, the activity durations in each stage must be lengthened by an amount equal to the least cost stage duration (ST) minus the original stage duration of one day. The new durations are input to the critical path procedure and a new iteration is started through the same steps as were performed for the initial values. The critical path resulting from updating the stage duration of the example problem, iteration two, is shown by Table 12. It is noted that the total float has now been increased to the point that partitioned float can be applied to some activities. Table 13 shows the partitioned float and the critical path which evolved from
Table 12. Critical Path Data with Revised Activity Durations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>EF</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

extending the durations of those activities having partitioned float.

Iterations of the procedure are continued until the restrictive convergence criteria is reached or until ten iterations have been performed. The convergence of an iteration is based upon the sum of minimum $F^*_{ns}$ of all resource types of the last stage, last cycle ($CF^*$)

$$\max_{RT=1} \sum_{ns,RT'} OF^*_ns,RT' ns=\max$$ (30)

Figure 31 shows this procedure in block diagram format.

Computer Solution

The machine assisted solution of the multiple resource problem takes advantage of the rapid calculation capability to reduce the dimensionality of the
Table 13. Tables of Partitioned Float and Critical Path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>RR[IJ]</th>
<th>RR[CHAIN]</th>
<th>TF</th>
<th>FF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.000</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.000</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.000</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.000</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.000</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>EF</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 31. RSP Computer Solution Sequence.
problem by working only on the current values within a corridor and iterating the solution to obtain convergence from all values. Since the initial solution represents a minimum infeasible time solution, the subsequent resource constrained solutions serve to extend the critical path by applying the resources in available quantities. Essentially, each partial path is extended to a constrained resource, feasible length and all remaining shorter parallel paths are brought to isochronal incidence at a minimal cost. The computer solution works on the serial and multiple resource problem simultaneously. This procedure provides the alternative of isochronous stages for all resources while insuring, through constraints, that the interconnecting resource chains will maintain their proper precedence.

Once formulated, the manual computation although exhausting, is straightforward. Alternately, the computer solution is seemingly quite complicated as shown by the block diagram depicting the step procedure required for the computer code, Figure 31.

**Input Data**

The input requirements are oriented to the activity and the resource type. For the activity, the I-J activity identifier, the single type of resource for the activity and the resource days required to complete the work described by the activity must be input. To describe the type of resource, the feasible levels must be identified along with the respective cost of supplying these levels. For each type of resource, the cost of changing the level per resource unit and the idle cost per unit must also be determined. The code is dimensioned for a maximum of ten resource types of five levels each and the schedule length is designed
not to exceed 66 days or three working months. The additional data required is the daily cost of the project which may be either the delay damage cost, the project indirect costs, or a combination of both categories of cost. Attention must be paid to the application of delay damage costs upon a schedule which is less than the date on which delay damages will begin to accrue. The program does not automatically assess the damages after a specified date. Sample input data for the example problem is shown by Table 14.

Table 14. Sample Input Data For the Example Problem

1. 09030500000002.0
2. 001002002008005006007008009010013015017020
3. 001003002007005006007008009010013015017020
4. 001004001014003004005006007005007009011012
5. 002005003006003005006007008005006007000010
6. 003004001008003004005006007005007009011012
7. 003006002015005006007008009010013015017020
8. 004005003006003005006007008005006007008010
9. 005007002008005006007008009010013015017020
10. 006007001006003004005006007005007009011012
11. 000000.500000001.0
12. 0000001.000000001.5
13. 0000000.760000001.2
Critical Path Sub-Routine

The critical path sub-routine uses the input data to construct a critical path with maximum resource levels. Those activities which are then non-critical are extended to the end of their range flag or as far as possible by adding the respective partitioned float to the duration. The resulting activity duration is combined with the early start time (ES) from a regenerated critical path to form the basis for the stage by stage resource requirements for each resource type. The cost of the project due to resource allocation includes the total cost of all resource allocations plus the daily project cost for the project duration. The basic critical path code Appendix A is adapted from the Association of Computing Machinery, Algorithm No. 40 and could consist of any code which provides the standard CPM data.

Chains Sub-routine

The sub-routine assigns all activities to a respective chain. The total float from the CP sub-routine and the resource-days per activity are used to calculate the partitioned float plus duration which is then set equal to the Range (R) or new duration of each activity. Appendix B shows the code necessary for identification of the chains of a network.

Load Sub-routine

The Load program uses the early start (ES) and duration (D) calculated by the Critical Path routine to load the stages with the resource required (RRQD) for each stage. The required information is kept in three arrays: LOD (NS, RT, 1) gives the critical RR for each stage by resource type (RT), LOD (NS, RT, 2)
gives the total RR for each resource type and LOD(NS, RT, 3) contains the IJ of all activities ending in a stage (NS). Appendix C shows this code.

**PERMUT Sub-Routine**

The accomplishment of the work required by each stage can only be done by using a series of level or varying resource assignments. Initially, the maximum resource assignment is adequate for a single activity, however, if resource requirements become simultaneous it may be impossible to accomplish a given stage in one day. The PERMUT sub-routine calculates a minimum series of feasible assignments of the input levels to perform each stage. The transition between stages is cost dependent upon leaving and entering resource levels, consequently an alternative series of leaving each stage at all levels and entering each stage at all levels is provided. In addition, the series are separated according to critical and non-critical requirements for each stage, since the non-critical requirement may be slipped to the end of its range. The program selects three values from the ordered series of data: the lowest cost, the mean cost, and the highest cost. These values are passed to the BDP routine. This function is performed by the code listed as Appendix D.

**BDP Sub-Routine**

The BDP routine uses six values from DDP1. The first three values are associated with the critical requirement; the second three are associated with the total resource requirement for each stage and the resource type. The cost of the six values are combined between stages by creating a seven by seven array, A (NS, RT, J, I). The costs for a current stage result from DDP1 while those of
the previous stage are the row-quadrant values selected as minimums. Each cost is tested to determine that the associated resource allocation when added to previous allocations is at least equal to the resource required for the current and all previous resource type requirements. Quadrant I is first searched for a minimum greater than or equal to the resource required. If a value meeting both requirements does not exist, the row minimum FSTR is set equal to FSTR + 10^5. The minimums from quadrants II, III, and IV are only selected from costs having adequate resource allocations. It is noted that the "A" array is not modified by adding 10^5 thereby retaining the capability to become feasible in a later stage.

Appendix E lists the code for this sub-routine.

**DDDP2 Sub-Routine**

DDDP2 performs the function of selecting trial solutions for cycles greater than one. The trial values are selected from the feasible series calculated by the Permut sub-routine. The most optimal solution is saved and the corridor is narrowed toward the optimal as previously explained. The procedure always maintains one alternate value on either side of the optimum unless the optimum is a boundary. The sub-routine is shown by Appendix F.

**DURMOD Sub-Routine**

The DURMOD routine, Appendix G, is used to modify the activity durations to the extent of the optimum stage time required to perform the resource requirements of each stage. The optimum stage times for each stage and resource type are found by tracing the minimum cost backwards from the last stage to identify the value contributing to the minimum cost in each stage. The stage time
associated with this optimum cost is the optimum stage time for the resource type. The activities existing in each stage are extended by the optimum stage time minus one and a new critical path calculation is performed. Durmod is called after all cycles are complete in each iteration.

**RESOURCE SYNTHESIS PROGRAM - MAIN**

The main program controls the sub-routines, stores desired data, and generates the output in the required format. The code for this control is shown by Appendix H.
CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION OF MODEL

The algorithm was evaluated with the fortran code listed in Appendices A through H. The objective of the evaluation was primarily to develop the range of model applications within which the algorithm can perform. The basic network used for evaluation was the same as that of the example problem explained in Chapter VI. This network was selected for its simplicity as well as a definitive ability for repression of results. The model was evaluated for the following attributes:

1. Minimum cost resource allocations with limited resources
2. Minimum time schedules with limited resources
3. Maximum time schedules with minimum resource levels
4. Level resource allocation schedules

Minimum Cost Resource Allocation

The algorithm evaluates the cost of allocating feasible levels plus the costs of changing levels, idle resources and the cost of project time. The series of allocations, each at least as great as the critical or total resource requirement for a stage and resource type, make up a set of alternatives for the dynamic program. The dynamic program eliminates those alternatives which must subsequently prove more costly than the remaining candidates for optimaums. The
procedure is based upon the premise that a specified amount of work requiring expenditure of one resource type may be accomplished in one or more days by applying one or more resource levels in a sequence that results in a minimum total cost.

The algorithm was tested with the data given in Table 14. The critical path sub-routine performed perfectly in all tests on this and other data. The addition of the partitioned float failed to have a significant effect upon the durations of the sample problem activities. This result is attributed to the limitation of activity durations to increments of the least whole day. Working with a sample problem of short total duration an activity, although having total float, did not have a large enough share of that float to obtain a share of at least one day of partitioned float. In practice this effect of unused float will exist, but will be of much less consequence since the capability of estimating durations with an accuracy of less than one day is unrealistic.

The initial values from the Permut subroutine proved more accurate than anticipated. Examination of the data shown by Figure 33 revealed that iteration convergence was attained on the second iteration. The reason for convergence being obviously not so much due to the efficiency of the Permut algorithm, but rather due to the manner in which the procedure approached the optimum. Initially the durations of the activities were set to a feasible length by dividing the resource requirement by the maximum level available. When the logic of the network created parallel resource type requirements Permut again adjusted to the duration of each activity by determining a stage time which would allow accomplishment of
the requirement by at least the maximum resource level. Figure 32 illustrates this procedure.

Figure 32. Illustration of Permut Process.
On the first iteration, A is a stack of material too large to be placed in box B. Some procedure reduces the size of this material to less than that of the box.

On iteration two, the size of box can be adjusted to save costs as long as it holds the material. Such a procedure is similar to the operation of Permut and is quite likely to find a solution sufficiently close to the values from which it was generated.

Figures 33 through 38 show the results of the allocations for each of three resource types for progressive cycles and iterations. Resource type one converged to its minimum cost on cycle 4, iteration 2. Figure 34 shows a total allocation of 28 resource days which is not excessive in comparison to the resource day requirement. However, an extra allocation may occur when the cost of having a zero allocation is greater than the cost of allowing the resource allocation to remain level. This procedure departs from optimality since this part of the code is a fix up routine that checks for a zero allocation and then checks for either a level cost or a zero cost depending upon whichever is least costly.

Resource type two converged on cycle 4, iteration 2. This resource type required the longest schedule which implies that the work required for the resource type diverged from the resource availability to a greater degree than did the other types. While this resource is the dominant type, no degree of resource criticality is implied since the type one resource may be inordinately expensive when compared to resource type two.

Resource type three, having a limited intermittent requirement was of
Figure 33. Resource Allocation for Resource Type One, Iteration One, Cycle One through Four.
Figure 34. Resource Allocation for Resource Type One, Iteration Two, Cycle One through Four.
Figure 35. Resource Allocation for Resource Type Two, Iteration One, Cycle One through Four.
Figure 36. Resource Allocation for Resource Type Two, Iteration Two, Cycle One through Four.
Figure 37. Resource Allocation for Resource Type Three, Iteration One, Cycles One through Four.
Figure 38. Resource Allocation for Resource Type Three, Iteration Two, Cycles One through Four.
little consequence except to test the alternative which is frequently seen in practice.

Figures 33 through 38 also show the final resource allocation resulting from the minimum cost allocation.

**Minimum Time Schedules**

The operation of the algorithm should allow generation of minimum time schedules by increasing the daily project cost or by increasing the idle cost to a point which will force maximum resource level assignments. Figure 39 shows the allocations resulting from applying a high daily project cost. The allocations are the maximum allowable and are just sufficient to accomplish the requirement. Figure 40 illustrates the network which results from the maximum allocations.

Alternately the minimum time schedule was tested by applying a very high penalty for idle resources. Figure 39 also shows results identical to the previous high project daily cost test.

The two tests could have produced different but accurate results. The high daily project cost alternative could have resulted in lower allocations, but the total project time should be the same. The high penalty for idle resources should always result in a minimum total project time with a maximum allocation level in each stage. The performance of the model on all input data was consistent in ability to produce a minimum project time.
Maximum Time Schedules

The maximum time schedule does not offer the same opportunity for performance as the minimum project time schedule. This is because the relaxation of the cost of project time still allows each resource type to search for its minimum cost level. Relaxation of both the cost of project time and cost of idle resources should however result in an allocation of the least costly resource level. This may not be the lowest level because two allocations of a low resource level may well be more costly than allocation of one high level which supplies as many resources as the two lower level allocations. Figure 40 shows that the model performed reasonably well on the example project data. Consistently
Figure 40. Time Scaled Networks for Test Options.
maximum schedules are not expected due to the sensitivity of the model to relative costs between resource levels.

**Level Schedules**

Level schedules were attempted by introducing a very high cost of changing resource levels. Figure 4.1 shows that the schedule tended towards level but was not level. Adequate performance was not expected due to the routine which allows a critical resource allocation to accumulate over time until the critical assignment is sufficiently in excess of the critical requirement to accomplish the total resource requirement. In addition, the level zero routine may follow an out of
context critical assignment and match an adjacent zero resource requirement with the high level instead of the level capable of producing an all level schedule.

Over-all performance of the algorithm for leveling was not considered adequate. The evaluation of the algorithm for minimum time schedules was considered better than the performance for minimum cost schedules. Adequacy for maximum time schedules was considered too data dependent to be appropriate and adequacy for level schedules was considered minimal.

Figure 42 is one of the larger networks which was tested for further evaluation of the model. The difficulty of verifying accurate performance on a network of this size was circumvented by structuring the input data to test for predictable results.

Figure 42, Example of Larger Network.
Table 15 is the data input for the network of Figure 42. As can be seen from the input data, resource type one allowed no alternative except assignment of one resource level and carried no restrictive change level cost or idle cost. The expected result is shown by Figure 43 and the resource assignments totaled 98 resource days as compared to the resource requirement of 91.

Resource type two was structured to test the selectivity between resource use costs and consequently the change level and idle costs were designed to have a minimal effect on the result. Figure 43 shows that the higher level of nine resources was selected in preference to the more costly level of six resources. In all 36 resource days were assigned to perform the 36 day resource requirement.

Resource type three was assigned costs which were equally expensive and not restricted by change level or idle costs. Figure 43 shows the assignments made to meet the resource requirements. The costs for resource type four were designed to force assignment of the lower level of eight resources. Figure 43 shows that the result did not select the lower level exclusively. This was caused by the resource requirement of stages 10 through 13 being larger than the minimum level.

Resource type five carried a definite cost advantage to the higher of the three alternative levels. Additionally, resource type five was restricted by a high change level and high idle cost. The result is shown by Figure 43 and was predictable.

Figure 44 is an example of the sub-network types evaluated for expected model performance. While these sub-networks do not represent all possible
configurations, the results appear sufficient to justify the conclusion that the model is operating in accordance with its design expectations.
Table 15. Input Data for Network of Figure 42

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20066600000002.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>001002001021007007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>001004001021007007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>00100500302500600700800808036042048048048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>001008001028007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>002003001017007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>002004004034008009009009009015030030030030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>003009004027008009009009009015030030030030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>004006004018008009009009009015030030030030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0040070050053005007009009009021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>00400900503900500700900909021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>00501000501500500700900909021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0060070060000007007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>006008006000007007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>00701000501500500700900909021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>008011002036006009009009009016020020020020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>00901200503500500700900909021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>01001200301400600700800808036042048048048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>01101300301200600700800808036042048048048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>01201300503100500700900909021024029029029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>013014001004007007007007015015015015015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0000001.00000001.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0000001.00000001.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0000001.00000001.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0000001.00000001.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>00000043.000000015.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0000001.00000001.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 43. Resource Allocations for Figure 42.
Figure 44. Subnetwork Types Tested for Algorithm Performance.
CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Research Contributions

The Resource Synthesis approach to the management of construction resources provides a methodology based upon optimal seeking procedures while retaining efficiency of solution for significant combinatorial problems. The results are obtained from a unique formulation of the constrained, multiple resource problem which employs the concept of a resource sensitive network which can be solved efficiently by a dynamic programming procedure developed especially for the construction resources problem.

The contributions of the methodology to the state-of-the-art in the construction environment are sixfold.

1. The methodology combines the effectiveness of leveling, time-cost trade-off and constrained resources allocation within a single approach which can be used without total comprehension of the complex algorithm. The synthesis of methodologies is accomplished by relating the cost of attaining each alternative as compared to the cost of other alternatives.

2. The Discrete Differential Dynamic Programming procedure is modified and adapted to the construction problem to improve the feasibility of the dynamic programming application by reducing the related machine storage requirements.
3. The concept of float in a critical path network is translated to a more usable quantity. Partitioned float is a portion of total float prorated to each activity on the basis of resource requirements. This concept alleviates the necessity of either the early and late state schedule and avoids extending non-critical activities to criticality by arbitrary processes. This procedure does not continuously maintain an all critical network and although this precludes contention of an optimal process the dispersion of actual activity durations as opposed to those estimated is considered to be at least as great as the remaining difference between critical and non-critical durations.

4. A procedure to advance the dynamic programming stage simultaneously with differing variables is developed. The method not only allows selection of minimum candidates which are feasible, but also carries alternatives which are infeasible in a current stage to future stages for consideration. This is accomplished by defining a one dimensional, indexed and feasible array which is used to locate minimum values for the traceback routine and transmitting minimum cost alternatives to future stages even though the alternative lacks feasibility in a current stage. The feasibility distinction among alternatives is aided by a two dimensional, sectional cost array which maintains separation of the critical and non-critical variables from which feasible minimums may be selected.

5. The utility of the CPM method has been extended to include a methodology which allows feasible time schedules in a practical, resource constrained environment. This extended capability can now provide useful information
to those responsible for its implementation and has the ability to facilitate a greater acceptance of the traditional CPM.

6. The concept of a resource schedule has been developed to augment the network precedence and contributes to the conceptualization of a project as the assignment of work to available resources over a definitive time period. This understanding departs from the activity precedence orientation and provides the framework for feasible time schedules within constrained resource situations.

Model Evaluation

The model developed is capable of scheduling ten resource types over a three working month time frame. The initial network input is not limited to the three month capability nor is the three month schedule the maximum limitation for allocation. The foreseeable future is recognized as a practical limitation due to the lack of reliable information at a date too far in the future. The arbitrary dimensioning of resource types to a maximum of ten provides a reasonable load for a scheduler's capability. However, as experience is gained in defining multiple resource levels, the desirability of working with an increased number of resource types may necessitate changing the dimensions of the type arrays for projects which can support the cost of using increased core storage.

The model proved compatible with complex networks which cannot be added either serially or in parallel as well as networks having activities common to multiple chains. Performance of the model was evaluated for all combinations
of no resource requirement, critical resource requirements and non critical resource requirements.

As presently dimensioned the model required approximately .041 hours of CPU time on an IBM 360 to compile and reach convergence for a twenty activity, six resource type, sixty-six day schedule. The cost of this small project schedule at current rates would be well within the budgetary allowance of a similar real project. Extension of the twenty activities would only result in a minor increase of costs since the major cost of core storage would not be significantly increased.

Recommendations for Further Study

The Resource Synthesis Program represents a prototype for a practical application of a resource allocation schedule in the construction field. As would be expected with a prototype model, several areas of further study have been identified in respect to the environment as well as the model.

1. As has been noted previously, there has been little valid research in the area of optimum resource mixture identification. Realizing that an optimum mixture is a dynamic variable which changes with each project, a stochastic probability function could be associated with mixture types. Such a function as an element of a data base would enhance the prediction of a valid performance ranges for a resource allocation schedule. With a more definitive knowledge of performance under varying conditions, the resource allocation schedule can also be changed to include stochastic variables. The result of
resource allocation could then produce an expected value in a probabilistic context.

2. The construction industry has been viewed as existing in a highly dynamic environment, where the unexpected has become the norm. Although the environment consists of a large number of variables, the variables themselves are identifiable; the impact, if any, is unknown. In such situations there exists a boundary, or perhaps multiple boundaries, beyond which the total construction project may be propelled into chaos. The similarity to catastrophe theory concepts may be adaptable as a means of improving mixture performance, identifying critical work and acceptable risk or even a rationalization for cost acceptance.

3. The psychological influence of resource mixtures and levels is related to the resource performance problem. The impact of this consideration may serve to invalidate performance data and provide a valuable link to safety criteria. The investigation of the psychological result of resource application could improve understanding of performance information and serve to better inform the construction industry of the nature of group phenomena in the industry.

4. The resource synthesis model does not differentiate between projects and although capable of handling multiple projects the incorporation of differing daily costs at alternate times should be an alternative for further research.

5. The resource synthesis program has a capability of sensitivity analysis by input data manipulation. However, further study should develop a complete
methodology to indicate sensitivity by machine capability. This extension would be beneficial for complex projects where the sensitive variables are less obvious.

6. The resource synthesis model is a prototype developed with the intention of proving the algorithm. As such, the efficiency of many parts of the code can be improved as well as performed better by such alterations as trading CPU time for storage and using dynamic arrays. Although core storage did not hamper computational feasibility, a maximum project limitation exists and further research with a more efficient code should be conducted to identify project sizes for different computer types of a current generation.

7. Finally, the algorithm is well within the capability of minicomputers. The cost of storage available from the computer should be investigated along with the benefit which could be exacted from the algorithm with a compatible dimension.
APPENDIX A

SUB-ROUTINE CRIT
SUBROUTINE CRITICAL PATH PROGRAM

DIMENSION I(50), J(50), DIJ(50), ES(50), TF(50)

INTEGER DI, ES, TF

DIMENSION I(50), J(50), DIJ(50), ES(50), TF(50)

N = TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS

I,J = ACTIVITY I,J (I,J)

ES = EARLY START

LS = LATE START

EF = EARLY FINISH

LF = LATE FINISH

FF = FREE FLOAT

TF = TOTAL FLOAT

INDEX = 1

DO 10 K = 1, N

IF(I(K) .GE. J(K)) GO TO 997

IF(I(K) .LE. J(K)) INDEX GO TO 998

INDEX + 1

INDEX = I(K)

TI(J(K)) = MAX

10 CONTINUE

DO 20 K = 1, N

TE(J(K)) = TF(J(K)) - DIJ(K)

20 CONTINUE

DO 30 K = 1, N

MAX = MAX(TI(J(K)) + DIJ(K))

30 CONTINUE

DO 40 K = 1, N

ES(K) = TE(J(K)) - DIJ(K)

40 CONTINUE

FORMAT (674) N, I, J, FS, LS, EF, LF, FF, TF

673 FORMAT (674) N, I, J, FS, LS, EF, LF, FF, TF

CONTINUE

WRITE (6, 673) N, I, J, FS, LS, EF, LF, FF, TF

674 FORMAT (674) N, I, J, FS, LS, EF, LF, FF, TF

CONTINUE
RETURN
997 WRITE(*,300)
300 FORMATT('ERROR IN DATA, #1*)
STOP
998 WRITE(*,301)
301 FORMATT('ERROR IN DATA, #2')
STOP
END
APPENDIX B

SUB-ROUTINE CHAIN
SUBROUTINE CHAIN1(I,J,B,N,LAST,PF,TF,RRQD)

DIMENSION I(50),J(50),B(50,66),CHAINS(50)

INTEGER B,CURREND,CHNUM,PF,TF

LOGICAL FIRST,ANY

DIMENSION PF(50),TF(50),RRQD(50)

INTEGER WHICH

DO 10 K=1,N

IF ((I(K),NE.,1)) GO TO 11

10 CONTINUE

11 NUMOFI=K-1

DO 20 K=1,NUMOFI

B(K,1)=I(K)

B(K,2)=J(K)

LEN(K)=1

CONTINUE

CHNUM=NUMOFI

IF (CURREND .EQ. LAST) GO TO 30

ANY=.FALSE.

DO 30 L=1,N

IF (CURRENT .NE. CURREND) GO TO 40

IF (.NOT. FIRST) GO TO 40

LEN(K)=LEN(K)+1

B(K,LEN(K),1)=I(L)

B(K,LEN(K),2)=J(L)

FIRST=.FALSE.

IF (.NOT. ANY) GO TO 30

30 CONTINUE

CHNUM=CHNUM+1

LEN(K)=LEN(K)+1

DO 35 J=1,LEN(K)

REM=K+J-1

REM=K+J+1

REM=K+J+2

CONTINUE

40 CONTINUE

LEN(K)=LEN(K)+1

IF (.NOT. ANY) GO TO 30

IF (.NOT. ANY) GO TO 21

41 DO 45 K=1,50

IF (I(K,1),EQ.,0) GO TO 46

CONTINUE

46 NUMOFK=K-1

DO 50 K=1,N

IF (I(K,1),NE.,ICK)) GO TO 50

45 CONTINUE

NumOfk=K-1

DO 50 K=1,N

IF (I(K,1),NE.,ICK)) GO TO 50
CHAIN1

DATE = 76208
02/20/03

CONTINUE

R0 = CHAINS(NN)
CONTINUE

DO 70 L=1,NN

SUM=0
LENCH=LEN(CHAINS(L))
WHICH=1+(CHAINS(L)+NN).
SUM(SUM+4000)*WHICH
CONTINUE

IF (SUM .GT. SMAX) SMAX = SUM
CONTINUE

PF(K) = ROD(K)/SMAX*TF(K)
CONTINUE

RETURN
END
APPENDIX C

SUB-Routine LOAD
C***********************************************************
SUBROUTINE LOAD(I,J,NUM,RRGDD,TYPE,CRIT,DIJ,ES,LOD,NUM)
DIMENSION I(50),J(50),RRGDD(50),TYPE(50),CRIT(50),DIJ(50),ES(50)
LOGICAL CRIT,CRIT
INTEGER TYPE,DIJ,ES
REAL LOD(10,66,10)
WRITE(6,200)
200 FORMAT (*) (* LOAD ARRAY **/**)
DO 1 K=1,10
DO 1 KK=1,NUM
DO 1 KKK=1,10
LOAD(K,KK,KKK)=0
1 CONTINUE
C
MAX=0
DO 5 K=1,NUM
IF (TYPE(K) .GT. MAX) MAX=TYPE(K)
5 CONTINUE
C
DO 6 K=1,M
DO P K=1,NUM
IF (TYPE(K) .NE. P) GO TO 6
LOAD(P,K,1)=DIJ(K)
DO 12 = 0,4
IF (CRIT(K)) LOAD(K+N,1)=LOAD(K+N,1)+RRGDD(M)/DIJ(K)
 IF (.NOT. CRIT(M)) LOAD(K+N,1)=LOAD(K+N,1)+RRGDD(M)/DIJ(K)
12 LOAD(K+N,2)=LOAD(K+N,2)+RRGDD(M)/DIJ(K)
 IF (TYPE(K) .GT. MAX) MAX=TYPE(K)
6 CONTINUE
IF (CRIT(K)) IADD=10**7
LOD(K+N,3)=LOAD(K+N,3)+100*K(M)+J(M)+1000*RRGDD(M)/DIJ(K)
9 CONTINUE
8 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
APPENDIX D

SUB-ROUTINE PERMUT
C*****************************************************************
SUFFIX PERMUT<NS,RR,RL,CRLT,RID,CHLEVY,PC,COMB,CMIN,IST,JJJ>
C
INTEGER PL
DIMENSION RL(6),CRL(6),CMIN(50),CRTL(6)
INTEGER COMK(6),IST(50),IPT(6)
LOGICAL TEST

III=NS
I=1
K=1
L=1
IWW=1
IWW"=1
II=1
1000
IF (II <= 4) GO TO 1000
IF (II > 4) GO TO 20

SPL=PL(I)
IF (SPL > RR) GO TO 13

I = (I + L) MOD 6
GO TO 4

IF = 2
GO TO 500

GO TO 7

I=I+1
GO TO 3

IF (II < GT, 2) GO TO 35
SPL=PL(I)*RL(L)
IF (SPL > GE, RR) GO TO 28

I=I+1
GO TO 6

IF (I > GT, 6) GO TO 9

GO TO 5

IF = 2
GO TO 500

IF (I = EQ, 6) GO TO 15

IF (I < EQ, 2) GO TO 1000

K = 0
IF (III < GT, 3) GO TO 50
SPL=PL(I)*RL(L)*RL(K)
IF (SPL < GE, RR) GO TO 43

K=K+1
GO TO 40

IF (K = EQ, 2) GO TO 33

IF (J < EQ, 6) GO TO 9

GO TO 21

L=0
IF (II < GT, 4) GO TO 65
SPL=PL(I)*RL(L)+RL(K)+RL(L)
IF (SPL < GE, RR) GO TO 58

L=L+1
IF (L+EQ+6) GO TO 56
GO TO 55
JMP=5
GO TO 50
IF (L+EQ+2) GO TO 44
IF (M+EQ+6) GO TO 45
GO TO 42
L=1
IF (L+GE+RR) GO TO 72
IF (M+GT+6) GO TO 56
GO TO 70
IF (I+EQ+2) GO TO 50
I=5
GO TO 40
IF (L+EQ+6) GO TO 59
GO TO 57
CRL(1)=RL(I)
CRL(2)=RL(J)
CRL(3)=RL(K)
CRL(4)=RL(L)
CRL(5)=RL(M)
T(J)=0
DO 1010 JJ=1,II
CIDC=CRL(C6)-CRL(JJ)*RID
RUC=CRL(CPT(JJ))
RUC=PERMUT(JJ-1)
SUBT=CIDC*RUC
1010 IF (T(J) .LT. 1) GO TO 1014
GO TO 1015
JJP=JL+1
PCLC=APS((CPL(JJP)-CRL(JL))*CLEVY)
CPLC=PS((CPL(JJP)-CRL(JL))*CLEVY)
1015 CST=TOT+CCLC
CMIN(CINUM)=CST
IF (T(J) .LT. 0) GO TO 501
TEST=TRUE
INUM=INUM-1
DO 6 M=1,NN+1
IF (RL(I)+NE+CMIN(MM)) GO TO 6
6 TEST=FALSE
CONTINUE
IF (TEST) GO TO 699
IF (CMIN(INUM)+GT+CMIN(LL)) GO TO 1001
CMIN(INUM)=CST
INUM=INUM-1
GO TO 501
CMIN(INUM+5)=RL(I)
APPENDIX E

SUB-Routine DP
SUBROUTINE DP
(NS, RT, COST, RA, ST, CHLEVY, RAB, STA, STB, STT, FFSTR,
INCFV, A, LOD, M, III, JJJ, SUf, CR, RRQD, RID, REL)
COMMON \( I(50), J(50), SUMCRI(10), PRG(50) \)
REAL \( LOD(10, 66, 10) \)
INTEGER RT, STT
DIMENSION COST(6), PA(6, 5), ST(6), REL(10, 5)
DIMENSION I(50), J(50), SUMCRI(10), PRG(50)
REAL \( LOD(10, 66, 10) \)
INTEGER RT, STT
DIMENSION COST(6), PA(6, 5), ST(6), REL(10, 5)
DIMENSION I(50), J(50), SUMCRI(10), PRG(50)
LOGICAL \( WHICH, ST \)
LOGICAL \( TFST \)
IF (\( 7. \times EQ. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \)) GO TO 9011
IF (\( 7. \times EQ. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \)) GO TO 121
DO 858 \( 1 = 1, 3 \)
STA(NS, RT, I) = ST(I)
STB(NS, RT, I) = ST(I)
FFSTR(NS, RT, I) = COST(I)
A(NS, RT, I) = COST(I)
IF (\( 7. \times EQ. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \)) GO TO 885
DO 11 \( K = 1, 5 \)
RAR(NS, RT, I, K) = RA(I, K)
11 CONTINUE
885 CONTINUE
GO TO 7002
121 DO \( I = 1, 3 \)
STA(NS, RT, I) = ST(I)
AFFNS, RT, I = ST(I)
FFSTR(NS, RT, I) = COST(I)
A(NS, RT, I) = COST(I)
DO 13 \( K = 1, 5 \)
RAR(NS, RT, I, K) = RA(I, K)
13 CONTINUE
9011 DO \( I = 1, 3 \)
LJ = 16
DO 22 J = 1, 5
J = J + 1
22 CONTINUE
JJ = J
CONTINUE
JJ = J
CONTINUE
P2 \( LAST = RAR(\( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \)) \)
DO \( I = 1, 5 \)
IF (\( 7. \times EQ. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \) .AND. \( 0.5 > LT. 1.0 \)) GO TO 24
18 CONTINUE
II = 5
24 FIRST=NS(NS+RT+1, II)
   IADCOST=0.
   IF (LAST .NE. FIRST) IADCOST=ABS(LAST-FIRST)*CHLEVY

26 CONTINUE

7002 SUMNC=0.0
   SUMW=0.0
   SUMW=0.0
   SUMC(NS+RT+1)*SUMCR(RT)
   PR=SUMC=SUMNC+RR
   SUMC=SUMNC+RR
   IF (NS+RT+1) GO TO 4003

45 DO 879 J=1,6
   INDEX(NS+RT+J)=1
   FFSTP(NS+RT+J)=A(NS+RT+1)
   TST(J)=ST(NS+RT+J)+STA(NS+RT+1)
   DO 30 J=1,3
      IF (FFSTP(NS+RT+J) .LE. A(NS+RT+1)) GO TO 30
      INDEX(NS+RT+J)=1
      FFSTP(NS+RT+J)=A(NS+RT+1)
      TST(J)=ST(NS+RT+J)+STA(NS+RT+1)

30 CONTINUE

879 CONTINUE

DO 91 J=1,3
   LET=3
   DO 91 I=1,6
      FFST(J)=FALSE.
      IOUT=I
      M2=1
      SUMC=STA(NS+RT+1)
      TST(J)=STB(NS+RT+1)+STA(NS+RT+1)
      M2=0.0
      SUMC=0.0
   DO 95 J=1,5
      IF (IST(J) .GE. 2) GO TO 95
      M2=INDEX(NS+RT+1)
   95 CONTINUE

DO 91 J=1,3
   LET=3
   DO 91 I=1,6
      FFST(J)=FALSE.
      IOUT=I
      M2=1
      M2=0
      SUMC=2.0
   DO 95 J=1,5
      IF (KNS .GE. SUMC(RT)) GO TO 95
DO 64 MM=1,5
S IMO=SUM+RAB(INS-1,RT,M2,MM)
64 CONTINUE
IF (INS.LT.2) GO TO 69
M2=INDEX(INS-1,RT,M2)
69 CONTINUE
DO IE=1,5
DO= RAB(NS,RT+L+MM)
65 CONTINUE
SUM=SUM+D
IF (SUM.GE.SUMC+RT)) GO TO 109
TEST=.TRUE.
95 CONTINUE
IF (TEST) GO TO 106
109 IF (FFSTR(NS,RT,L).NE.A(NS,RT+L+I)) FFSTR(NS,RT*L)=A(NS,RT+L+I)
IF (INDEX(NS,RT+L+I).NE.I) INDEX(NS,RT+L)=I
IF (TST(L).NE.STB(NS,RT+L)+STA(NS-1,RT+1)) TST(L)=STB(NS,RT+L)+STA
IF (SUMX,GE.FFSTR(NS,RT+L)) GO TO 80
106 IF (TEST) GO TO 80
INDEX(NS,RT+L)=3DIN
DO 300 LL=1,5
PPA(NS+RT+L+M)R=SUM+RAB(NS,RT+J,LL)
300 CONTINUE
DO 39 J=1,6
STT(NS,RT+J)=STT(NS,RT+J)+TST(J)
39 CONTINUE
DO 4 J=1,6
WRITE(*,260) NS,INDEX(NS,RT+J),RAB(NS,RT+J+1),RAB(NS+RT+J+1),RAB(NS+RT+J+1)
4 CONTINUE
DO 999 ITF(L,999)
DO 50 J=1,6
A(NS,RT+J)=FFSTR(NS,RT+J)
50 CONTINUE
DO 41 4003 MM=1,5
SUM=RAB(1,RT+1,1)+SUM
SUM2=RAB(1,RT+1,1)+SUM2
SUM3=RAB(1,RT+1,1)+SUM3
41 CONTINUE
GO TO 51
41 M1=1
M2=2
35=3
DO 6 MM=1,5
SUM1=SUM1+RAB(NS,RT+1,MM)
SUM2=SUM2+RAB(NS,RT+2,MM)
SUM3=SUM3+RAB(NS,RT+3,MM)
6 CONTINUE
DO 7 M4=2, NS
INS= NS-KNS+2
M1=INDEX(INNS,RT+M1)
M2=INDEX(INNS,RT+M2)
7 CONTINUE
DO 8 MM= NS-INS+2,NS-INS+2
INS= NS-KNS+2
M1=INDEX(INNS,RT+M1)
M2=INDEX(INNS,RT+M2)
8 CONTINUE
M3=INDEX(INS, RT, M3)
DN = M3=M1+5
SUM1=SUM1=RAE(INS-1, RT, M1+MM)
SUM2=SUM2=RAE(INS-1, RT, M2+MM)
SUM3=SUM3=RAE(INS-1, RT, M3+MM)
CONTINUE

IF (SUM1.LT.SUMCR(RT)) FFSTR(NS, RT, 1)=FFSTR(NS, RT, 1)*10
IF (SUM2.LT.SUMCR(RT)) FFSTR(NS, RT, 2)=FFSTR(NS, RT, 2)*10
IF (SUM3.LT.SUMCR(RT)) FFSTR(NS, RT, 3)=FFSTR(NS, RT, 3)*10
WRITE(C6, 105)NS, RT, SUM1, SUM2, SUM3, SUMCR(_RT)
*SUMNC=(FFSTR(NS, RT, II)+II=1*5)
105 FORMAT(* STAGE = **, RT = **, RT = **, RT = **)
500 FORMAT(* RTUPN)
END
SUBROUTINE DDDP1(NS,RT,JJ,COMB,IST,CMIN,ISEED,CCOST,RA,ST,RR,
  *SAVE1,SAVE2,SAVE3,SAVE4,SAVE5,SAVE6)
C INTEGER RT,ST
C DIMENSION ISAVE(66*10*5),ITER,ICYCLE
C DIMENSION CCOST(66*10),CCON(66*10),CIST(50),CMIN(50),IST(50)
C DIMENSION SAVE1(66*10*5),SAVE2(66*10*5),SAVE3(66*10*5),SAVE4(66*10*5)
C DIMENSION SAVE5(66*10),SAVE6(66*10*5),SAVE7(66*10*5)
C IF (ISEED +0.L) GO TO 404
C IF (ISEED +0.L) GO TO 16
D0 15 K=1,3
CCOST(K) = 0
ST(K) = 0
DO 20 K=1,5
CM(K,K) = P
CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
TSAVE(NS,RT,1) = 1
ISAVE(NS,RT,2) = 5
ISAVE(NS,RT,3) = 10
CC(1) = 0
SAVE1(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
SAVE2(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
SAVE3(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
SAVE4(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
SAVE5(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
SAVE6(NS,RT,K,K) = 0.0
CONTINUE
RETURN
C CRIT VALUES
C SMALL
K = 1
SMALL=10.0E+40
J1=1
IF (CMIN(J1) .LT. 0) GO TO 88
IF (CMIN(J1) .GT. SMALL) GO TO 88
K = J1
SMALL = CMIN(J1)
J1 = 1
IF (J1 .LE. JJJ) GO TO 44
SAVE2(NS,RT,K,K) = IST(K)
SAVE3(NS,RT,K,K) = CMIN(K)
DO 99 M1=1,5
SAVE3(NS,RT,K,K,M1) = COMB(K,M1)
CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE
CM(K,K) = 1
KK=KK+1
IF (KK .LE. JJJ) GO TO 33
ISAVE(NS,RT+1)=1
CCOST(1) = SAVE1(NS,RT+1)
ST(1) = SAVE2(NS,RT+1)
IF (RT=0) GO TO 33
SAVE1(NS,RT+2) = ISEED
CCOST(2) = SAVE3(NS,RT+1,ISEED)
ST(2) = SAVE2(NS,RT+1,ISEED)
SAVE1(NS,RT+3) = JJJ
CCOST(3) = SAVE3(NS,RT,JJJ)

**C**

**C** **CIT + NONCRIT VALUES**

**C** **SORT**

404 IF (PR .NE. 0) GO TO 45

DO 47 K = 4, 6

CC0NT(R) = 0

DO 45 K = 1, 5

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

48 CONTINUE

ISAVF(NS, RT, 4) = 4

ISAVF(NS, RT, 5) = 5

ISAVEC(NS, RT, 6) = 6

CONTINUE

RETURN

45 KK = 1

133 SMALL = 10.0F*4.0

J = 1

144 IF (CMIN(J) .LT. 0) GO TO 138

IF (CMIN(J) .GT. SMALL) GO TO 188

K = J

SMALL = CMIN(J)

188 J = J + 1

IF (J .LE. JJJ) GO TO 144

SAVF(NS, RT, KK) = 1ST(K)

SAVEF(NS, RT, KK) = CMN(K)

CONTINUE

CMN(K) = 1

J = J + 1

133 IF (KK .LE. JJJ) GO TO 133

CC0ST(4) = SAVEF(NS, RT, 1)

ST(4) = SAVEF(NS, RT, 1)

IPEAN = JJJ/2

IPEAN = SAVF(NS, RT, IMEAN)

ST(4) = SAVF(NS, RT, IMEAN)

CONTINUE

123 M = 1

RA(4, M) = SAVEF(NS, RT, M)

RA(5, M) = SAVEF(NS, RT, IMEAN, M)

CONTINUE
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SUB-ROUTINE DDDP2
SUBROUTINE IMONP(ISAVE,INS1,RT1,INS2,RT2,INS3,RT3,INS4,RT4,INS5,RT5,INS6,RT6)

COMMON TS,SAVE(16,10,6),ITER11,CYCLE

DIMENSION TS(66,10,6)

DIMENSION IMONP(66,10,6),OFSTR(10,66,10),OSTB(66,10)

DIMENSION STR(66,10,6)

INTEGER RT

C

IF (RT1.EQ.0) GO TO 171

IF (RT2.EQ.0) GO TO 50

IF (RT3.EQ.0) GO TO 60

IF (RT4.EQ.0) GO TO 70

IF (RT5.EQ.0) GO TO 80

IF (RT6.EQ.0) GO TO 90

171 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS6,RT6).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

50 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS6,RT6).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

60 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS6,RT6).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

70 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS6,RT6).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

80 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

90 IF (ISAVE(INS1,RT1).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS2,RT2).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS3,RT3).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS4,RT4).EQ.1) GO TO 800

IF (ISAVE(INS5,RT5).EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 36

C
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IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,6) .EQ. 10) GO TO 600
IF (IDIF .EQ. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,5) = ISAVE(INS,RT,5)
IF (IDIF .GT. 3) ISAVE(INS,RT,5) = ISAVE(INS,RT,5) + 2
IF (IDIF .EQ. 2) ISAVE(INS,RT,5) = ISAVE(INS,RT,5) - 1
ISAVE(INS,RT,4) = ISAVE(INS,RT,4)
ISAVE(INS,RT,5) = ISAVE(INS,RT,5) + 1
GO TO 36

500 IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,2) - ISAVE(INS,RT,2) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,2) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,2)
IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,3) - ISAVE(INS,RT,3) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,3) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,3)
GO TO 36

400 IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,5) - ISAVE(INS,RT,5) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,5) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,5)
IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,6) - ISAVE(INS,RT,6) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,6) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,6)
GO TO 36

300 IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,4) - ISAVE(INS,RT,4) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,4) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,4)
IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,1) - ISAVE(INS,RT,1) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,1) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,1)
GO TO 36

600 IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,5) - ISAVE(INS,RT,5) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,5) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,5)
IF (ISAVE(INS,RT,4) - ISAVE(INS,RT,4) .GT. 1) ISAVE(INS,RT,4) =
ISAVE(INS,RT,4)
36 GO TO 36
STRT(INS,RT)=STRT(INS,RT,1FPT)
IF (INS .EQ. 1) GO TO 16
FPTE=INDEX(INS,RT,1FPT)
16 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
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SUB-Routine DURMOD
SUBROUTINE DRRMOM(NNS,NES,DIJ,M,OSTR,TYPE)
INTEGER ES,DIJ,TYPE
COMMON ISAVE(66,10,G), ITER,ICYCLE
DIMENSION ES(56),DIJ(56)
DIMENSION OSTR(66,10)
DIMENSION TYPE(50)
TEGRER RT
DO 26 INS=1,NNS
DO 25 MM=1,N
IF (ES(MM)+1 * LE.INS) .AND. (ES(MM)+DIJ(MM)*GE.INS)) GO TO 20
GO TO 71
20 RT=TYPE(MM)
DIJ(MM)=DIJ(MM)+OSTR(INSTRT)-1
IF (DIJ(MM).EQ.0) DIJ(MM)=1
CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE
26 CONTINUE
ISUV=0
DO 27 INS=1,NNS
MAX=0
DO 27 K=1,N
IF (OSTR(INS+K) *GT. MAX) MAX=OSTR(INS+K)
27 CONTINUE
ISUV=ISUV+MAX
CONTINUE
NNS=ISUV
IF (NNS.GT.66) NNS=66
RETURN
END
APPENDIX H

MAIN PROGRAM
/* THE NUMBER OF STAGES IS */
/* THE DAILY COST IS */
*LEVEL 21 MAIN *DATE = 76208 02/20/03 PAGE 0002

201 FORMAT(* THE INPUT DATA IS */
* PLEV="" COST= "" CHLEV = "" IDLE = "" DUR= "")
IFEA=0
DO K=1,N
READ(5,210) I(K),J(K),TYPE(K),RRQD(K),RLEV(K,KK),KK=1,5)
COST(K,KK)=C
DId(K)=C
101 FORMAT(*IS",F3.2,*,IO13)
IF(IPD(K) .NE. 0) GO TO 7357
TYPE(K)=0
RLEV(K,KK)=C
COST(K,KK)=C
DId(K)=C
GO TO 7357
7357 MAXR=RLEV(K,1)
IF (MAXR .LT. RLEV(K,2)) MAXR=RLEV(K,2)
IF (MAXR .LT. RLEV(K,3)) MAXR=RLEV(K,3)
IF (MAXR .LT. RLEV(K,4)) MAXR=RLEV(K,4)
DIJ(K)=RRGD(K)/MAXR
GO TO 7358
7358 WRITE(*,220) I(K),J(K),TYPE(K),RRQD(K),RLEV(K,KK),KK=1,5)
CONTINUE
DO M=1,N
DO 6 KK=1,5
IF (TYPE(KK) .NE. K) GO TO 8
RLEV(K,KK)=RLEV(K,KK)
COST(K,KK)=C
CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
400 ITER=IT+1
IF (ITER.GT.10) GO TO 999
CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
DO 9 K=1,N
IF (TF(K).EQ. 0) CRT(K).TRUE.
IF (TF(K).NE. 0) CRT(K).FALSE.
CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
CALL CRIT(1,J,N,DIJ,ES,TF)
CALL CHAIN(1,J,B,NJ(4),PF,TP,RRQD)
DO 7 K=1,N
DUR(K)=DlJ(K)
DIJ(K)=DIJ(K)+PF(K)
CONTINUE
CALL CRIT(1,J,N,DIJ,ES,TF)
IF (ITER .LT. 1) GO TO 16
CONTINUE
DO 24 K=1,N
IF (TF(K).EQ. 0) CRT(K).TRUE.
IF (TF(K).NE. 0) CRT(K).FALSE.
CONTINUE
24
CALL LOAD(I,J,N,P,RO,D,TY,CR,DIJ,E,S,LOD,NNS)
ICYCLE=0
500 ICYCLE=ICYCLE+1
IF (ICYCLE.GT.4) GO TO 651
DO 39 RT=1,M
SUMRT=0.0
39 CONTINUE
IF (ICYCLE.EQ.1) GO TO 619
DO 46 RT=1,M
NN=LOC(RT,NNS+1)
ICEN=0
CRNL=0
\$ \$ \$ \$ \$
CALL PERMUT(NS,RT,COMPL,CN,I M N,IST,JJJ)
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
*SAVE1,SAVE2,SAVE3,SAVE4,SAVE5,SAVE6
CCOST(NS+1)=LOD(NS+1)
ISEED=1
\$ \$ \$ \$
CALL PERMUT(NS,RR,PL,CTRL,RR,CHLEV,DAILYC,COMB,CMIN,I ST,JJJ)
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
*SAVE1,SAVE2,SAVE3,SAVE4,SAVE5,SAVE6
CALL DPCNS(NS,RT,CCOST,RA,ST,CHLEV,Y,STB,STT,FFSTR)
\$ \$ \$ \$
INDEX=INDEX+1
SUMCY=SUMCY+RRQD(Z)
CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
2 = 1.0
DO 27 PT=1,M
OFSTR(ICYCLE,NNS,RT)=FFSTR(NNS,RT+1)
OSTB(NNS+1)=STB(NNS+RT+1)
IFPT=1
DO 17 JJ=2,6
IF (FFSTR(NNS,RT+1,JJ) .GT. OFSTR(ICYCLE,NNS,RT)) GO TO 17
OSTB(NNS+1)=STB(NNS+RT+1)
IFPT=JJ
17 CONTINUE
IL(RT)=IFPT
27 CONTINUE
IF (ICYCLE.EQ.1) GO TO 500
Z=1.0
\$ \$ \$ \$
CALL DDDP1(NS,RT,COMB,IST,JJJ,CMIN,RA,ST,STB,STT)
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
CONTINUE
DO 66 RT=1,M
OFSTR(ICYCLE+1,NNS+1,RT)=FFSTR(NNS+1,RT+1)
OSTB(NNS+1)=STB(NNS+RT+1)
IFPT=1
DO 16 JJ=2,6
IF (FFSTR(NNS+RT,JJ) .GT. OFSTR(ICYCLE+1,NNS+RT,JJJ)) GO TO 16
OSTB(NNS+1)=STB(NNS+RT+1)
IFPT=JJ
16 CONTINUE
IL(RT)=IFPT
66 CONTINUE
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
\$ \$ \$ \$
RAB(NS,RT,LL,LL)=SAVE(NS,RT,LL,LL)
CONTINUE
CALL DF(NS,RT,COST,RA,ST,CHLEVY,RAB,STA,STD,STT,FFSTR,
*INOFY,4,LOGY,IY,SUPCR,RROD,2,IDLE,REL)
11F CONTINUE
119 CONTINUE
127 CONTINUE
DO 16 RT=1,M
CFSTR(ITER,RT)=CFSTR(ITER,RT)+CFSTR(ITER,RT)
WRITE(6,114) (CFSTR(ITER,RT),RT=1,M,999)
114 FORMAT(999 CONTINUE
IF (TEST.EQ.1) GO TO 1400
TEST=.FALSE.
IF (CFSTR(ITER,RT).GE. (.99+CFSTR(ITER-1,RT))) TEST=.TRUE.
15O CONTINUE
IF (TEST) GO TO 999
14O3 CALL 00MOD(NS,MES,DIJ,MOSTB,TYP0)
GO TO 403
999 DO 2007 K=1,N
2007 IF (K.EQ.1) GO TO 2011
6320 CONTINUE
IF (RAB(K,RT).NE.0) GO TO 2011
IIIL(RT)=IFP
11F=IIIL(RT)
IIK=NNS-KNS*1
11F=IMDEXCIK,RT,11F)
DO 6309 IS=1,5
IF (RAB(IS,RT,K).NE.0) GO TO 6310
6309 CONTINUE.
DO 6395 IS=1,5
IF (RAB(IS,RT,11F).NE.0) GO TO 6310
6395 CONTINUE
IIF=I
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6310 LAST=RAB(IK-1,RT,IIF,IS)
DO 6312 ISS=1,5
6312 CONTINUE
ISS=5
6311 NEXT=RAB(IK,RT,IIF,ISS)
NEXT=NEXT+CHLEVY
IF(NEXT .GT. LAST) GO TO 6321
NEXTL=LAST-NEXT+CHLEVY
GO TO 6315
6321 NEXTL=VFXT-LAST+CHLEVY
6322 IF(CS15(JF-1,1).NE. LAST) GO TO 6315
LEVEL=COSTL(RT,JR)+REL(RT,5)+REL(RT,JR)+RID*NEXTL
ZERO=NEXTL-LAST+CHLEVY+REL(RT,5)+R10
6315 CONTINUE
IF(LEVEL .GT. ZERO) GO TO 6314
NEXT=RAB(IK,RT,IIF,ISS)=LAST
STR(IK,RT,l)=1
FFSTP(IK,RT,IIF)=LEVEL
6314 CONTINUE
IF(LEVEL .LT. ZERO) GO TO 6311
NEXTL=LAST-
6310 CONTINUE
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2004 FORMAT(7X,12,10X,12,4X,12,10X,F3,1,15X,F3,1,15X,5F5,2)
2005 CONTINUE 2003 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2006 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2007 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2008 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2009 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2010 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2011 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2012 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2013 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2014 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2015 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2016 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2017 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2018 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2019 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2020 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2021 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2022 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2023 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2024 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2025 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2026 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2027 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2028 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2029 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2030 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
2031 CONTINUE
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(KK.EQ.1)) WRITE(6,2009) K,II,JJ,X,XM+
4(RAR(K,RT,IIF,LL) ,LL=1,5)
FUNCTION IJ(II, JJ, I, J)
DIMENSION I(50), J(50)
DO 10 = 1, 50
   IF (I(K) .NE. II .OR. J(K) .NE. JJ) GO TO 10
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
STOP
END
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